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SOCIAL MEDIA FOR MOVIE LOVERS 

The main objective of this thesis project is to develop a basic social media application which 

targets a specific group of users – movie lovers. So the project aim is to firstly develop a basic 

social media application, which is a web application that has basic features of social media such 

as user authentication, user relationship, news feed, etc. Secondly, the website should provide 

special features such as movie information, movie reviewing, recommendation system. to target 

the group of movie lovers.  

The thesis covers web development in general, database system design and the Python 

programming language. All processes in web development from planning to implementing and 

optimizing are discussed in detail throughout the chapters of the study. 

The project was successfully implemented in 10 weeks with a large code base and a working 

demo version online. The results prove the importance of planning process, optimization 

process and open source software in modern software development. 
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ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

 

API Application Programming Interface is a protocol intended to 

be used as an interface by software components to 

communicate with each other 

DB Database 

GUI Graphic user interface 

HTML Hyper Text Markup Language is the predominant markup 

language for web pages 

MVC Model – View – Template is a software architecture pattern 

that separates the representation of information from the 

user's interaction with it 

OS Operation system 

RegEx Regular Expression is a specific pattern that provides 

concise and flexible means to “match” strings of text 

SQL Structured Query Language is a programming language 

designed for managing data in relational database 

management systems 

Table Database table in relational database systems is a collection 

of data values that are organized into columns and rows  

UI User interface 

URL Uniform Resource Locator is a string that constitutes a 

reference to a resource. URL is a type of URI (Uniform 

Resource Identifier) but in many technical documents and 

verbal discussions, URL is often used as synonym for URI 

WSGI Web Server Gateway Interface is a universal interface 

between web servers and web applications or frameworks 

for Python programming language 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

Nowadays the social network is at its prime time. With the explosion of Facebook, 

MySpace, Twitter and many other services, nowadays social media are not only an 

essential part of the Internet but also have a large impact on many aspects of real life. 

It has been suggested (comScore, 2007) that web-based social media services make it 

possible to connect people who share interests and activities across political, 

economic, and geographic borders. Social media and related areas now are not only a 

trend anymore, they really make a difference. 

On the other hand, movies play a vital part in our daily life. However, movie lovers do 

not have a common place to share movie information or the list of their favorite movies. 

Being a movie lover, the author cannot find a place to make friends who have the same 

movie tastes, to share his favorite movies, or simply to write a review about the movie 

he has just watched. The classic forum model does not really satisfy the author’s need, 

and blogging engines only solve a small part of the problem. 

In addition, in the author’s country,  Vietnam, social media are still an open market. 

There are not any social media that are capable of cornering the market, and Facebook 

is officially blocked in Vietnam. Thus, generally Vietnamese Internet users are still 

searching for suitable social media, a common playground to make friends and share 

their interests. 

To overcome all these problems, the author has come up with the idea to create a 

social media application for movie lovers. It is the place for people to get acquainted 

with others who are active on the Internet and also love the 7th art – cinema. 

1.2 Objectives 

The objective of this project is to create a basic and functional social media service for 

anyone who loves movies. 

So firstly, the service should be a social media application, in other words it is a normal 

website with a basic user registration system. In order to provide basic features of 

social media, the website should have the following features:  
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• User registration 

• User profile  

• User relationship / connection between user-user,  

• News feed  

• Comment 

Secondly, in order to focus on movie lovers, the website should also provide some 

special features to engage on targeted group of users:  

• Movie information  

• Voting system  

• Reviews 

• Taste-comparing system 

• Recommendation system  

The detailed information of each feature will be discussed further in the Features 

section below. 

1.3 Thesis overview 

To make the readers easily familiar with the thesis, this overview section will 

summarize its main structure. The thesis is divided into 6 chapters: 

• Chapter 1: Introduction – this chapter explains the author’s motivation and 

objectives behind the project. It also includes the thesis overview. 

• Chapter 2: Background research – this chapter explains author’s researching 

process, including competitor research and technology research  before making 

any plan for the project. 

• Chapter 3: System requirement analysis – this chapter analyses the 

requirements of the project in detail, including both features and functional 

requirements.  

• Chapter 4: Planning – this chapter explains the planning process of the project. 

• Chapter 5: Implementation – this chapter describes the details of 

implementation process of the project 

• Chapter 6: Conclusion – this chapter wraps up and summarizes the results of 

the project. It also contains the recommendation for future plan to improve the 

project. 
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2 BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

2.1 Existing systems 

Because of its objectives, there are many direct and also indirect competitors of this 

project, the author have used and analysed the most known of them: 

IMDB (Internet Movie Database) is probably the most complete movie database 

available on the Internet; it is the most well-known reference source for all kinds of 

movies and television series. IMDB is currently expanding to have powers of a social 

network by focusing more on its users, which was limited to only the United States 

residents some years ago. So although it has not been a complete social network yet, 

its large amount of information is very valuable for the project.  

 

Figure 1. IMDB home page (http://www.imdb.com/) 

Flixster is a complete social network for movie lovers with many exciting features. With 
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its Facebook app, it created a phenomenon some years ago. However, its features 

based too much on quizzes and tests, which can be annoying to users. In addition, the 

appearance of various Google Ads banners make Flixster look unprofessional and 

might make a bad impression to new users of the website. 

 

Figure 2. Flixster home page (http://www.flixster.com/)  

Flickchart: the idea behind this social network is very simple yet very effective and 

also addictive: users compare two movies directly on a series of one-on-one match-

ups, not by writing a review or by score voting but by choosing the better one (if they 

have already watched the movies) or choosing other pairs to compare. Based on those 

data, the website calculates users' top lists of movies and also average rating for each 

movie. This core feature makes the website very addictive and unique. 
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Figure 3. Flickchart comparing page (http://www.flickchart.com/)  

Facebook: Facebook’s founder – Zuckerberg (2010) announced Facebook had 500 

million users in 2010, and two years later Kiss (2012) reported that Facebook had 1 

billion active users. Facebook is undoubtedly the most successful social media on the 

planet. Facebook’s business models and architectures have become the standards of a 

social media. 
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Figure 4. Facebook news feed page (https://www.facebook.com/)  

Twitter aims at different users and market: mobile phone users and text messages. 

That is why Twitter is also described as “SMS of the Internet” (D’Monte, 2009). Twitter 

has a simpler model and architecture than Facebook, it allows users to “tweet” - write a 

post limited in 140 characters (to fit one SMS). The friendship model of Twitter is also 

simple: just “follow” another user to form a relationship. It is still growing bigger and 

now considered as a trendy channel in the Web 2.0 world, especially in the United 

States. In the scope of this project, Twitter has the same problem as Facebook: being a 

general social media service for everybody. 
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Figure 5. Twitter news feed page (https://twitter.com/)  

2.2 Existing technologies 

There are many existing technologies that can be used for this project. The author has 

taken the following ones into consideration: 

Programming languages: 

• PHP: a very well-known scripting language based on Perl, which is specifically 

designed for web development. Creating and deploying web pages with PHP is 

fairly easy, since it can be embedded directly to HTML source document, then 

interpreted by the PHP processor on the web server. That is the reason why 
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PHP is usually the first language that new web developers learn. However, PHP 

is often described as a bad language and insecure. In author’s opion, PHP has  

bad reputation usually because it is too easy to learn, thus its large amount of 

users who do not have much experience in programming might create badly 

coded web pages, or in other words insecure. So the language is not bad itself, 

it is the fault of its users. 

• Java: a general-purpose language created by Sun Microsystems (Wikipedia, 

2013). It is certainly one of the most famous and popular object-oriented 

programming languages, which is used in many small to big-scale IT projects. 

To build websites with Java, web developers have to use Java servlets and 

typically in combination with JSP to render output. Although Java seems to 

provide the best security compared to other languages, at the same time, it 

creates complexity because of its structure. 

• Python: on its official website (Python Software Foundation, 2013), Python is 

described as “an interpreted, interactive, object-oriented programming 

language. It incorporates modules, exceptions, dynamic typing, very high level 

dynamic data types, and classes. Python combines remarkable power with very 

clear syntax.”. The information on  Wikipedia (2013) states that Python is 

currently used by large organizations like Google, Yahoo, CERN, NASA and 

ITA. Because of its nature, Python has many followers who are programmers 

and developers, especially in Europe and the United States. The Python 

community, which mostly holds discussions via mailing and the IRC channel 

#python, is one of the most active and supportive communities in the 

programming world. Python Software Foundation released Version 3.x of this 

language (often called Py3k) in 2010. It was the largest change of Python, even 

its structure was changed totally at some point to fix critical bugs and prevent 

issues in the future, which rarely happens to other programming languages. 

Database systems: 

• MySQL: paired up with PHP, MySQL is the most popular relational database 

system that is a main component of many web projects, including Facebook 

and Wikipedia. The pair PHP/MySQL is typically on a must-learn list of any new 

web developer. 
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• SQLite: just like its name, SQLite is a lightweight yet powerful relational 

database. It stores data in only one file and has interface to many programming 

languages. Due to its lightness, SQLite has many limitations that make it only 

suitable for small projects or the development phase of a web project. 

• PostgreSQL: an object-relational database system. It is growing very fast in 

recent years in order to become the best open-source database system in the 

world. Though sharing many similarities with MySQL, PostgreSQL has broken 

many limitations of MySQL to improve performance and scalability, especially 

by supporting indexes natively. 

• NoSQL databases (MongoDB, CouchDB, Memcached, etc.): The NoSQL 

database has been a phenomenon since the recent year 2010. Unlike the 

typical relation database management systems, NoSQL databases does not 

store data in relational tables. They claim to succeed heavy read/write 

workloads but provide excellent performance. Large organizations that use 

NoSQL systems are Facebook, Digg and eBay. However, the NoSQL system is 

typically used for one type of data, which is why they are divided to: Document 

store, Graph, Key/value store, Object database, etc. 

Search engines: 

• Simple database search: when developing small websites, most developers 

choose this solution and the common reason is simplicity. The search engine 

just has to receive requests from a form (front-end) and makes SQL queries in 

the back-end. Despite the fact that there are different levels of database search 

implementation, simple database searching solutions are only capable of 

searching well-structure data. 

• Solr: a sub-project of Apache Lucene project, Apache Solr provides a highly 

scalable search platform with many powerful features. Though it was written in 

Java, Solr has APIs for many other languages like PHP, Python, Ruby so the 

users do not have to know Java to use it. 

• Sphinx: a very famous open-source full text search engine server. It can scale 

up to index billions of documents and serve millions of queries per day. At the 

moment, on Sphinx’s official website (Sphinx, 2013), it is said that Sphinx is the 

core of the top websites such as Craiglist, Dailymotion and Groupon. 
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• Whoosh: a very fast and pure Python-based search engine. Although it is just 

developed actively lately, Whoosh is already well known and recommended by 

the Python community. 

2.3 Technical decision 

After carefully considering the pros and cons of available technologies, the author has 

decided to choose Python as the programming language for the project. The author is 

personally a fan of Python, it has very clear and intuitive syntax, simple structure, yet 

powerful for various purposes. Compared to PHP, Python has better reputation in 

many ways since it can provide better security and a more structured system that is 

easier to maintain in the future regardless the size of system. In comparing with Java, 

Python developers can overcome the problem of Java's complexity, because Python is 

famous for its simplicity. Moreover, the author has been learning the language from 

one of Python core developers and also did the work placement as a Python 

developer, so Python is the most suitable language for this project. 

For database system, the author chose PostgreSQL since it has many similarities 

compared to MySQL. In addition, PostgreSQL claims to have better scalability than the 

MySQL system and it is highly recommended by the Python community as Python has 

already provided many adapters and drivers to this database system. 

Based on above choices, the author has chosen to build this project on Django, which 

is currently the most well known Python web framework. It is an open-source 

framework that follows MVC architecture. Creating a web page from scratch is not 

always a good idea, especially with Python, since developers cannot embed Python 

directly into HTML source code and deploy it the same way as with PHP. Instead, 

developers can make use of the available features of Django framework which are 

described on its official website (Django Software Foundation, 2013): 

• “Object-relational mapper: Define your data models entirely in Python. You get 

a rich, dynamic database-access API for free — but you can still write SQL if 

needed.” 

• “Automatic admin interface: Save yourself the tedious work of creating 

interfaces for people to add and update content. Django does that 

automatically, and it is production-ready.” 
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• “Elegant URL design: Design pretty, cruft-free URLs with no framework- specific 

limitations. Be as flexible as you like.” 

• “Template system: Use Django's powerful, extensible and designer-friendly 

template language to separate design, content and Python code.” 

• “Cache system: Hook into memcached or other cache frameworks for super 

performance — caching is as granular as you need.” 

• “Internationalization: Django has full support for multi-language applications, 

letting you specify translation strings and providing hooks for language- specific 

functionality.” 

And finally for search engine, Whoosh was the best choice. The main reason is that 

Django supports Whoosh directly via Haystack. Additionally, because it is pure Python, 

it can be easily installed and help to avoid most compatibility problems for the project. 

 

3 SYSTEM REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS 

3.1 Functional analysis 

The system should be divided to two parts:  

• Information part: For both users and movies, it should provide a page contains 

basic information about user / movie.  

• Social part: The user should be able to interact freely with the website and with 

each other: comment on each other page, review on movie page, add friend, 

etc. 

Integrated between these two parts is the search engine. 

Users is the key of every single website. That is why the project flow is designed from a 

user's point of view; beginning from a visitor (anonymous user) to a registered user. It 

should gracefully answer all questions like: what does a user think about it? How is it 

interesting to a user? That is the reason all the following features are designed from a 
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user point of view. 

3.2 Features analysis 

After carefully considering the basic features of different social network services, the 

author has chosen to implement the following features for the project: 

• User registration: using a valid email address,  the user can register an account 

on the website. 

• User profile: provides the basic and possibly detailed information of the user. 

Information to be included should be: 

o Username: also displaying the name (or screen name); the username 

must be unique. 

o Email: should be a valid email address; it is used for activating the 

account and also receiving notifications from the website. 

o Date of birth: this data might be used to categorize users and set up age 

control later. Within the scope of this project, it is just information of the 

user. 

o Location: location of the user, might be City  and Country. 

o About me: a short text describing the user. 

o Profile picture: displays a default one if user does not upload any 

custom picture. 

o Status: store in database but only one at a time. 

o Except username and email  which are compulsory, the other 

information is optional and can be edited freely by the owners. The user 

profile visibility will be configured in the User Privacy setting. 

• User-user connection / relationship: the most important feature of a social 

network. Two users can form a connection using request - accept model. There 

are many types of connection: friend, colleague, movie buddy, relationship 

(interpersonal relationship), family, etc. The list of these types is editable, using 

the database or admin interface provided by Django. 
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• Comment: similar to any other comment systems, the user will be able to 

comment on other user's profile page, on a movie page. A comment will be 

limited to a specific amount of characters. Only authenticated users can make 

comments, in other words, the user has to log in to comment. 

• News feed: Another important feature of the website, the news feed displays 

selecting information of users' activities: “commented on...”, “wrote a review...”, 

“voted for a movie...”, “added a movie....”, etc. Users can choose to set their 

recent activities private using the User Privacy setting. 

• Review: similar to comment feature, users can write a review for any movie. 

One user is allowed to write one review for each movie, this is enabled to 

prevent spamming. 

• Vote system: Users can vote for any movie with  a 10-point scale voting system. 

The users' votes will be stored in the database and the website should be able 

to calculate the average point of each movie based on these data. Similar to 

review, a user can vote for one movie only once so it can calculate the average 

point for each movie more accurately. However, users can edit their votes and 

reviews any time they want. 

• Movie information: each movie will have a movie page to display its detailed 

information, the information is retrieved from IMDB. The website should provide 

a simple way to manually add a movie, for example, by providing the link to 

IMDB. A movie can be added by the admin or normal users. Adding a movie is 

also a way to encourage users to interact with the website, since they will raise 

their level relatively. 

• Favorite movie list: users can make their favorite movie list from available 

movies on the website. It will be shown on the user's page. It can also be 

extracted to get the users' favorite genres of movies, these data will be very 

valuable later for other features. 

• Comparing system: using the data from favorite movie list to compare a pair of 

users' movie tastes, the comparing system will then set the compatibility level to 

display. 

• Point and level system: it is the reward users will get for each of their activities, 
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basically to encourage users to be active on the website. For example: add 

friend = +10 points, write review = +30 points, more than 100 points = up to 

level 2 users, etc. 

• Connection to other social networks: using OAuth to connect to other social 

networks, connection to other social networks is very useful for marketing 

purpose, for example post status to Facebook, post a review as a note on 

Facebook, etc. 

• Search system: it is also a core feature of the website. The search engine will 

be used like a “bridge” to connect movies and users. With large information in 

the database, it will be useless without a search engine for users to get their 

exact needed information. 

• Recommendation system: it is similar to any common recommendation system. 

The system should extract users' preference in movies and then recommends 

to  users some other movies they might be interested in based on those data. It 

is the most challenging feature but also the most attractive feature to users. 

3.3 Advantages and Disadvantages 

Advantages of the project include the following: 

• Social media are still a phenomenon on the Internet, it is not too late to follow 

this trend. 

• There are already many existing successful examples; the author can learn 

many things from them. 

• The target users of the project is very specific – movie lovers, which means that 

the website might get active users more easily if it has well-designed features. 

Focusing on one group of users also makes it simpler for marketing later. 

On the other hand, the project also has several disadvantages: 

• Most social networks already have their active users, for example: Facebook 

now has more than 1 billion active users. So it is difficult for a new social media 

application to attract users, especially in the beginning. 

• The targeted user group is a small group, this is also a disadvantage of the 
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project. It means that the number of users on the website is limited, because 

other groups of users or general users might not be interested in the website. 

• Limited resources. Although the project is totally free and uses only open 

source resources, if launching to business later, it still costs serious amount of 

money for infrastructure and marketing. 

 

4 PLANNING 

Planning is the first step and also one of the most important processes in software 

development. Even though the outcome of a software project can be somewhat 

different from the initial plan, planning still makes the backbone of the project and 

creates guidelines for developers to follow.  

Because the nature of this project is a website / web application, the author decided to 

divide the plan into three parts: user interface, system architecture and project timeline. 

It was also decided that the project name is “Yephi”, which stands for “yêu phim” and 

means “love movies” in Vietnamese. This name will be used in some sections of the 

source code and also be referred in the later chapters of the thesis. 

4.1 User interface 

According to the plan, the website should have a consistent design with a fixed header 

on the top, main content in the middle and footer at the bottom. The header has a logo 

(image or text) on the top left corner, the navigation menu on the top right corner and 

the search bar between them. The header will have a fixed position on the top, 

whichmeans that even on scroll down it should stay at the same position. In addition, 

the header and footer should be the same across different pages on the website. 

The content section of the website is be divided into three main different views: 

4.1.1 Homepage (front page) 

The homepage should consist of two main columns. 

The left column should display a limited number of recommended movies and their 

information, which are generated by the recommendation system. 
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The right column should display the short description of user, the user profile picture 

and the News Feed. 

 

Figure 6. Mock design for home page 

4.1.2 User page & movie page 

The user page and movie page have identical design – a three-column page. 

Firstly, the column on far left hand side on user page should display the profile picture 

of user, the user main menu and all friends of user. And on movie page, it should 

display the poster of the movie, the movie main menu and all the users who added this 

movie in their favorite list. 

The column in the center on user page should display movies which in the user's 

favorite list, movies the user reviewed, movies the user added into the database and 

the favorite movie genres of the user. On movie page it should show the basic 

information of the movie. 

The right column is the ”action” column. On user page, it should have the Comment 

area. And on movie page, it should have the Review area (similar to Comment) and 
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area for other features, like Vote. 

 

Figure 7. Mock design for user page 

 

Figure 8. Mock design for movie page 

4.1.3 Search result page 

The search result page’s design is very simple, it should display the search results of 

movies with their posters and basic information. 
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Figure 9. Mock design for search result page 

 

 

4.2 System architect planning 

In web development, the system architect planning process consists of several smaller 

processes. Among them, designing the database is the most important process. This 

chapter will explain the detailed plan of the project’s database design. 

The general database design of this project will be divided into several main 

components: 

4.2.1 User & User Profile 

There are two ways of designing database for user profile. The first way is to integrate 

user and user profile in one table as it keeps the database design simple. And the 

second way that most web frameworks approach the database design is to divide the 

user and the user profile into 2 different tables. This way makes it easier to change 

schema while the information in the user table is normally static or rarely changes,  the 

user profile table might be changed frequently to add/remove suitable fields. 

The author has followed the second method and designed the User Profile table as 

follows: 
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• id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

• user_id: a foreign key to User table, because one user should has only one 

user profile, the relationship should be one-to-one relationship. 

• birthday: a date type column. 

• location: varchar type column (100 characters limited). 

• about: contains About Me information, varchar type column (200 characters 

limited). 

• profile_picture: contains Profile Picture path, varchar type column (100 

characters limited). 

• status: varchar type column (200 characters limited). 

 

4.2.2 User Relationship 

The user relationship component requires three connected tables: 

• Relationship Type: this table makes the relationship more dynamic, since the 

admin can easily add/remove different types of relationship: friend, colleague, 

relative, etc. 

o id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

o name: varchar type column (20 characters limited). 

• Relationship: the table contains the actual relationship between two users 

o id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

o from_user_id: foreign key to User table, describes which user the 

relationship comes from. 

o to_user_id:  foreign key to User table, describes to which user the 

relationship goes to. 

• relationship_type_id: foreign key to Relationship Type table, describes 

the type of the relationship. 
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• created_at: timestamp type column, indicates when the relationship is 

created. 

• Relationship Request: this table is used for store relationship requests from 

user to user so that a relationship can only be formed when the other end 

accept a relationship request. 

o id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

o from_user_id: foreign key to User table, similar to the above 

from_user_id column 

o to_user_id: foreign key to User table, similar to the above to_user_id 

column. 

o message: contains the message in relationship request like: “Hello, I 

would like to be friend with you!”, varchar type column with a default 

value. 

o created_at: timestamp type column, indicates when the request is sent. 

4.2.3 Movie  

The movie table is the main table of the website, it contains all information of a movie, 

this data is get from IMDB and some can be added manually: 

• id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

• title: title of the movie, varchar type column (100 characters limited). 

• year: the year the movie released, varchar type column (4 characters limited). 

• genre: genres of the movie, varchar type column (100 characters limited). 

• actors: list of main actors in the movie, varchar type column (200 characters 

limited). 

• plot: the short plot of the movie, varchar type column (400 characters limited). 

• poster: the link to movie's poster, varchar type column (100 characters limited). 

• runtime: length of the movie, varchar type column (20 characters limited). 
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• rating: IMDB average rating of the movie, varchar type column (3 characters 

limited). 

• votes: IMDB total number of votes, varchar type column (20 characters limited). 

• imdbid: ID of the movie on IMDB, format: tt0000000, varchar type column (10 

characters limited). 

• release_date: the date the movie is released, date time type column. 

• trailer: contains the youtube link or youtube link ID of trailer of the movie; this 

column data will be added manually by the users. 

• added_by_id: foreign key to User table, indicates which user  added the movie 

to the database, it will be used for the  level system later. 

4.2.4 Favorite List 

The Favorite List table has very simple design: 

• id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

• user_id: foreign key to User table, describes which user the favorite list belongs 

to. 

• movie_id: foreign key to Movie table, describes which Movie is in the Favorite 

List. 

• created_at: timestamp type column, indicates when the Movie is added to the 

Favorite List. 

4.2.5 Comment & review 

The Comment and Review table should be similar, the only difference is the object in 

Review table is Movie, not User. The design for both tables is: 

• id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

• from_user_id: foreign key to User table, indicates which user is making a 

comment / review. 

• to_user_id / to_movie_id: foreign key to User / Movie table, indicates the 
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destination of the comment / review. 

• text: contains the value of the comment / review, varchar type column, the limit 

of characters should be different from Comment and Review since a review is 

normally longer (varying from 300 to 3000 characters). 

• created_at: timestamp type column, indicates when the comment / review is 

made. 

4.2.6 Vote 

The Vote table is quite simple,  by using data from this table we can calculate the 

average value of rating for each movie. 

• id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

• user_id: foreign key to User table, describes which user is voting. 

• movie_id: foreign key to Movie table, describes which table is voted. 

• rate: contains value from 1 to 10. 

4.2.7 News feed 

The News Feed component requires two connected tables: 

• Feed Action: contains the type of each feed, makes the feed more dynamic 

when the administrator can add or remove types of different feeds. 

o id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

o name: name of the feed, it can be used directly to show to users, 

varchar type column (200 characters limited). 

o point: an amount point for each activity, it will be used by User Level 

component later. 

• Feed: contains each feed / latest activity of user. 

o id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

o from_user_id: foreign key to User table, describes feed from which user. 
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o action_id: foreign key to Feed Action table, describes the type of the 

feed. 

o to_user_id: foreign key to User table, describes the object of the feed in 

case it is a user, it will be set to NULL if the object is a movie. 

o to_movie_id: foreign key to Movie table, describes the object of the feed 

in case it is a movie, it will be set to NULL if the object is a user. 

o created_at: timestamp type column, indicates when the activity is made. 

4.2.8 User Level 

The User Level component requires two tables: 

• Points: contain the user points of each user, it will determine which level user is 

standing 

o id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

o user_id:  foreign key to User table 

o point: indicates the point the user 

• Level: to determine which level the user is at: 

o id: primary key, unique auto increment. 

o points_needed: the points the user should achieve to reach that level. 

o name: name of the level 

4.3 Project timeline 

The project should be finished within 10 weeks and the following tasks should be 

completed: 

• Initial research and familiarization with the framework: Finish the Django’s 

beginner tutorial at https://docs.djangoproject.com/en/1.4/intro/tutorial01/ and 

Django’s documentation. Research about how to build a social media from 

scratch, available APIs, drivers that can be used for the project.  
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• Designing website models: Same as designing the system, this is the most 

important task that should be done carefully in order to get successful project. 

• Setting up environment, creating and testing models: Setting up a working 

environment with Python, Django, webserver, PostgreSQL database and 

version control system. Initializing the model classes and writing basic methods 

for them, then testing the model with Django shell. 

• Configuring the Admin site: Activating and configuring the Admin site (backend 

of Django framework). Customizing model classes, importing test data and 

testing with the Admin site. 

• Designing the URLs, writing test views and templates: designing the routing 

system of the project (Django uses regex routing system), writing all test views 

if possible, creating some test templates for testing, modifying the model 

classes and testing the whole website. 

• Modifying models and completing the core features: user registration, user 

profile, user connection, comment and privacy. 

• Modifying models and completing the additional features: movie info, voting 

system, taste- comparing system and review. 

• Modifying models and completing the last features: search engine, news feed, 

points and level system, recommendation system. 

• Styling CSS and completing the templates: style the layout of the site and 

integrate it with the current template system. 

• Integrating different features together and testing each individual feature to 

verify if everything works as expected. 

• Optimizing the whole system, benchmark and make the final modifications. 

 

5 IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 Set up the environment 

The author has always believed that the more carefully one prepares, the better result 

one get. The first step a developer should do in a web-based project is setting up the 

environment. This step might just take some hours for an advanced user but even 

several days for a novice user. 
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For this project, the author’s main working station was a Mac Mini with Mac OSX 

Mountain Lion (10.8.3) installed. Please take note that the implementation process will 

heavily involve the Unix-shell (or sometimes called the command line) (Wikipedia, 

2013), which is available out of the box for all Unix-based operation systems like OSX 

or Ubuntu. For Windows OS, the readers can use MS-DOS, which can be accessed 

from cmd.exe as replacement.  

The following steps are the required steps to prepare for the project: 

Install Python: The project is Django-based so Python is the first requirement. Mac 

OSX is shipped with Python installed by default, in this case OSX 10.8.3 has Python 

2.7.2 installed so the author could skip this step. If the readers are on different 

operation system, they can install Python by downloading the binary package from the 

official Python website: http://www.python.org/download/. Please notice that Django is 

only compatible with Python 2.x so the Python 3.x version should not be installed and if 

the readers have Python 2.4 or older version installed, they have to upgrade it to 

preferably version 2.7 to work smoothly with Django. 

Set up virtualenv: virtualenv (Virtual Python Environment) is a tool to create isolated 

Python environment, which is essential to any Python project.  The installation process 

can be found at http://www.virtualenv.org/en/latest/. In conjunction with virtualenv, the 

readers can also use virtualenvwrapper: 

http://virtualenvwrapper.readthedocs.org/en/latest/ to manage all the virtual 

environments easily. 

• Set up the virtualenv for this project:  

virtualenv yephi_env –no-site-packages 

• With virtualenvwrapper:  

mkvirtualenv yephi_env 

Install Django: after setting up the virualenv, pip – a package manager tool for Python 

can be used right away. It is a very useful tool to manage all dependencies of the 

project and it will be referred to in later chapters. Then installing Django is very easy 

with just one command. The author chose Django version 1.4.3, the latest stable 

version of Django at the writing time to be used: 
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pip install Django=1.4.3 

Install PostgreSQL:  Similar to Python, PostgreSQL can be installed via a binary 

package which is available at http://www.postgresql.org/download/  The readers can 

optionally install a GUI tool to easily manage PostgreSQL database on local machine 

without much experience like phpPgAdmin. 

Set up the database: The next step is creating a new database for the project and 

name it “yephi_db”: 

createdb yephi_db 

Create Django project: From the command line, bootstrap the project by entering: 

django-admin.py startproject yephi 

It will create one folder named “yephi” with structure like this: 

yephi/ 
 manage.py 
 yephi/ 
  __init__.py 
  settings.py 
  urls.py 
  wsgi.py 

Connect the Django project to the created database: the settings.py file is the 

configuration file for Django, edit the DATABASES dictionary to connect the project to 

the database created earlier: 

DATABASES = { 
    'default': { 
        'ENGINE': 'django.db.backends.postgresql_psycopg2' 
        'NAME': 'yephi_db', 
        'USER': 'postgres',# default PostgreSQL user 
        'PASSWORD': '',    # enter the chosen password 
        'HOST': '',                
        'PORT': '5432',    # default PostgreSQL port 
    } 
} 

Initialize the project and verify if Django is working: Initialize data to the database by 

issuing command: 

python manage.py syncdb 
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Conveniently, Django comes with a built-in webserver for development purposes, 

which can be started with this command: 

python manage.py runserver 

Open a browser and go to address http://localhost:8000/ and Django should show a 

start up screen: 

 

Figure 10. Django’s welcome screen 

Set up version control system: To save the source code and keep track of every 

change of the project is a very important step of a software project. In this thesis 

project, the author used Git version control system, which is another creation of Linus 

Torvalds, the father of the famous operation system Linux (Wikipedia, 2013). The 

readers can download and install git from http://git-scm.com/downloads. Optionally the 

source code can be hosted for free on a third party website like Github 

(https://github.com/) or Bitbucket (https://bitbucket.org/) so there is no risk of losing the 

source code even when the author’s computer crashes on development.  

 

Figure 11. git commit workflow 
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5.2 Django workflow 

5.2.1 Development approaches 

The first step to work on a Django project is creating an “app” - a Django application. 

One website can be only one app or many apps integrated together. There are 

generally two approaches to develop a Django project: First approach is creating only 

one app and build the whole website in it. And second approach is creating many apps, 

each app represents one or more similar components of the website. 

Clearly the second approach has many advantages over the first one for a big project: 

• This project has different components: users, movies, favorite list, etc. 

• A Django app is independent. It means each app can easily be reused in any 

other Django project by “plug” the app in, change the setting and synchronize 

the database. For example, the developer can create an app that handles the 

user registration process and also the user profile for this project, then it might 

be easily reused for his next project in a completely different area – an e-

commerce website. So it will save the developers a lot of time and effort in the 

long term. 

• Many independent apps are good for teamwork. Each developer can be 

responsible for one app and it would be better and more efficient to separate 

the website into different apps so that each developer would be in charge of 

one or several components. 

• It is a lot easier to test and debug each component individually than testing and 

debugging the whole website at the same time. 

5.2.2 Demontration 

Back to the main topic, the Django’s app development workflow is: create the app’s 

folder structure, create the model, create the routes, synchronize the database, create 

the views and create the templates. 

To demonstrate this workflow, the following section will explain the process of creating 

initial app “accounts” for the Yephi project, which should handle everything related to 

the user accounts: user registration, user profile, user relationship, etc. 

First, to create the app, in yephi folder level enter the command: 
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python manage.py startapp acounts 

Django has a built-in user authentication system. Django’s developers (Django 

Software Foundation, 2013) confirmed that the authentication system handles user 

accounts, groups, permissions and cookie-based user sessions. To enable this system, 

edit the file settings.py to ensure the 2 lines, 'django.contrib.auth' and 

'django.contrib.contenttypes', are inside INSTALLED_APPS 

uncommented. Then run the command: python manage.py syncdb so that Django 

can create needed tables in the database for the system. 

The provided authentication system covers pretty much anything essential for a normal 

user account: username, first name & last name, email, password. However, all 

versions of Django up until 1.4.3 did not make it convenient to directly extend the built-

in User class. 

To get the User Profile component work as designed, firstly the author had to create a 

model name UserProfile, define it inside accounts/models.py as following: 

class UserProfile(models.Model): 
    user = models.OneToOneField(User) 
    birthday = models.DateField('birthday') 
    location = models.CharField(max_length=100) 
    about = models.CharField(max_length=200) 
    profile_picture = models.ImageField() 
    status = models.CharField(max_length=200) 
    def __unicode__(self): 
        return self.user.username 
 

All the field types are provided by the 'django.db.models' module. The method 

__unicode__() is currently used for testing because it has the same functionality as 

the function toString() in Java, which is representing the object nicely as a string. 

The next step is adding 'accounts' into INSTALLED_APPS in settings.py. Then 

enter the command: python manage.py syncdb again so that Django can create 

the new table as defined in models.py. 

The next step is testing the new model with Django shell. Enter the command: python 

manage.py shell. It will open the interactive shell which looks just like Python 

interpreter shell, the only difference is that users do not have to use the command: 
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import django before testing anything with Django. It is a good practice to test any 

new model right after creating it and before writing any further code. 

The user creation process should then include two steps: 

• Step 1: Create the user using User model. 

• Step 2: Create the appropriate user profile using UserProfile model. 

At this point, the author realized that there were several problems with the current app. 

Firstly, all the fields in the UserProfile model were required. In other words, when a 

new user creates a user profile, he has to fill in every single field, otherwise the app will 

raise an exception. Secondly, after making some modifications with the model to fix the 

first problem and running the syncdb command again, nothing changed  in the 

database. The reason behind this is that the syncdb command is only responsible for 

creating new tables for new models; it does not help in case the database schema is 

changed. And thirdly, there was not any convenient way to create a new user, then 

force him to activate the account with real email address (to prevent spamming). The 

default user creation process is really simple: the user fills in a Sign Up form and then 

he is already a registered user. 

It was not simple to solve all these problems. The first problem could be fixed easily. 

For any field which is not compulsory, add blank=True, null=True to its argument 

in the model. The reason there are two statements is  that the blank=True argument 

will let the user leave the field blank while filling in a form, the null=True argument 

will let the database fill NULL value in the row (equal with NULL statement in SQL while 

creating a table).  

The solution for the second problem is rather complicated. Since the syncdb command 

is not responsible for the changes in database schema, there are two ways to deal with 

database changes: One is after making any change with the model, manually make the 

appropriate change with the database using raw SQL or any database administrating 

tool like phpPgAdmin. This way is inconvenient, manual and error-prone, since not all 

developers have good understanding of SQL queries, it can lead to a serious problem 

later. The second way is to use a database migration tool to solve this problem. 

Fortunately, there is a popular tool suitable for this job: South 

(http://south.readthedocs.org/). 
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For the third problem, the author had made some research and found that most Django 

developers choose to use django-registration (http://django-

registration.readthedocs.org/) – an application that handles the whole user registration 

process nicely: provide user a sign up form, create an inactive user from collected data 

and send the activation email with activation code to the registered email address, 

activate the user if the activation code is valid, provide user change password form, 

etc. It can be installed easily using pip mentioned earlier in Section 5.1. 

After modifications, the UserProfile model looks like: 

class UserProfile(models.Model): 
    user = models.OneToOneField(User) 
    birthday = models.DateField('birthday', blank=True, 
null=True) 
    location = models.CharField(max_length=100, blank=True, 
null=True) 
    about = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True, 
null=True) 
    profile_picture = 
models.ImageField(upload_to='images/profile_picture', 
                                        blank=True, null=True) 
    status = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True, 
null=True) 
 
To make sure the modifications work, verify the new model from Django shell. 

The next step is to enable the admin site, create the view and the template for this 

accounts app. First, edit the file urls.py inside the main project folder to: 

from django.conf.urls.defaults import *  
from django.contrib import admin  
from django.conf import settings 
admin.autodiscover() urlpatterns = patterns('', 
    (r'^user/', include('accounts.urls')), 
    (r'^admin/', include(admin.site.urls)), 
) 
 

The urls.py file handles all routes – URLconf in and out of Django. In Django, the 

routing system is using RegEx pattern for URL pattern matching. For example, in 

above code: (r'^user/', include('accounts.urls')) the routing system will 

route all requests have URL pattern r'^user/' (start with '/user/', for example, 

http://localhost:8000/user/1/) to be handled by accounts.urls. The 

accounts.urls is actually a file named urls.py inside accounts app. 
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Follow the same theory, the code (r'^admin/', include(admin.site.urls)) 

indicates that all requests have '/admin/' pattern will be handled by admin.site.urls; 

this code lives inside the Django core. 

The admin site of Django is a nice feature to make the job manage the website easier. 

Normally the admin system should be coded by the web developers on request, 

fortunately Django already provides it in its core. To fully enable the admin site, make 

sure the line django.contrib.admin in INSTALLED_APPS in settings.py is 

uncommented and run the command syncdb again. Go to http://localhost:8000/admin/ 

to verify the admin site is working.  

 

Figure 12. Django’s admin page 

The next step is writing “views” for the app. It has been suggested (Apache Software 

Foundation, 2013) that in MVC architecture, the View represents the page design code. 

Django views can be created and managed in file named views.py inside the app. For 

example, in accounts/views.py: 

def detail(request, user_id): 
    owner = get_object_or_404(User, pk=user_id) 
    try: 
        owner_profile = owner.get_profile() 
    except:  # raise exception 
        # create new profile 
        up = UserProfile(user=owner) 
        up.save() 
        owner_profile = owner.get_profile() 
    return render_to_response('accounts/userprofile.html', { 
        'owner': owner, 
        'owner_profile': owner_profile, 
    }, context_instance=RequestContext(request)) 
 

A Django view is actually just a function defined in views.py file. One characteristic of 

a view is that it always returns a HTTP response, rendering through a template. In the 
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above code, first the view is taking two arguments:  request and user_id; request 

are a default argument of any view, user_id is an extra argument. In the first line, the 

view gets the owner object using method get_object_or_404() using the User 

model and user_id as the primary key to find, if the method cannot find the right 

object, it will return a 404 response. Then the view tries to get the user profile for the 

owner object using method get_profile() provided by the User model API. If it 

raises an exception, the new blank user profile will be created to avoid bugs later. Both 

objects will be rendered to template “accounts/userprofile.html”. 

To access this view, create file accounts/urls.py to add the line: 
url(r'^(?P<user_id>\d+)/$', 'accounts.views.detail')  

into urlpatterns(). The structure of the file is similar to the main urls.py. 

Next, create a sample template for this view. Templates in Django are used for 

rendering the responses from views and this is the reason why Django is not a classic 

MVC framework, but a MTV (Model – Template – View ) framework.  

The template folder should be inside the main project folder and named templates. 

Inside it, the file “base.html” can be considered as the main template of the website. It 

contains the most basic structure of the website layout and it could look like following: 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 
    "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd"> 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" xml:lang="en" 
lang="en">  
<head> 
    <link rel="stylesheet" href="/media/css/theme.css" /> 
    <script type="text/javascript" 
src="/media/js/yephi.js"></script> 
    <title>{% block title %}YePhi{% endblock %}</title> 
</head>  
<body> 
    <div id="wrapper"> 
      {% block content %}{% endblock %} 
    </div> 
    <div id="footer">Copyright &copy; YePhi</div> 
</body>  
</html> 
 

The templates for each app should be in the sub-folder of “templates” folder with the 

same name as the app. It is just a naming convention to name the template folder 
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same name as the app. For example, the templates for “accounts” app should be 

inside the folder “templates/accounts”. These templates can be considered as the 

sub-templates, which are extending the “base.html” and they should have the basic 

structure like the following “accounts/userprofile.html” 

{% extends "base.html" %} 
{% block content %} 
     <div id="content"> 
          First Name: {{ owner.first_name }}<br /> 
          Last Name: {{ owner.last_name }}<br /> 
          Email: {{ owner.email }}<br /> 
          About me: {{ owner_profile.about }}<br /> 
          Status: {{ owner_profile.status }}<br /> 
          Location: {{ owner_profile.location }}<br /> 
     </div> 
{% endblock %} 
 

Now the created view can be accessed from a browser at: http://localhost:8000/user/1/ 

and the test app “accounts” can be considered completed. 

 

5.3 Development 

At this point, the readers can have a basic understanding of the workflow in Django. 

The Django workflow is always consistent and that is why the author could quickly 

implement all the project’s main components as designed. 

The following part of this chapter will explain the detail implementation for the main 

features of the Yephi project and the way they are integrated together. 

5.3.1 The accounts app 

The “accounts” app consists of four main models:  

• UserProfile 

• RelationshipType 

• Relationship 

• RelationshipRequest 

The UserProfile model implementation was explained in Section 5.2.2. It is the core 
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model of the whole website. Since it is not recommended to extend the User model 

directly, all methods related to the User model will be implemented in the UserProfile 
model, so that it could be called this way: 

user_x.get_profile().method_x() 
 

or alternatively: 

user_profile_x = user.get_profile() 
user_profile_x.method_x() 
 

To create a user, as explained above, the project is using django-registration. There 

are some modifications that should be made in order for django-registration to work 

correctly. Appendix 1.3 details the changes in accounts/urls.py 

In addition, make the appropriate templates and put them under the templates/register 

folder. the following templates are required: 

• activate.html 

• activation_email.txt 

• activation_email_subject.txt • login.html 

• logout.html 

• password_change_done.html 

• password_change_form.html 

• password_reset_complete.html 

• password_reset_confirm.html 

• password_reset_email.html 

• password_reset_form.html 

• registration_complete.html 

• registration_form.html 

Almost all the above templates are just simple and standard forms. In the source code 

of login.html, presented in Appendix 5.1, The first {% if not 

user.is_authenticated %} is used to check if the user already logged in, the 

login form will not be shown in that case. The last input in login form: <input 

type="hidden" name="next" value="{% url user_profile %}" /> 

contains the “next” value and it will determine which URL should the user be redirect 

after logging in. 
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Figure 13. Login page 

The main reason for this redirection is that after a user registers successfully with the 

website, he/she will have one record in the database in User table, so Django ORM 

can already get his User object. However, the user profile page contains many 

variables from the UserProfile object, and this object is not automatically created, thus 

it may cause errors in the template after rendering. The solution here is first to redirect 

users to their profile pages after logging in. Since Django does not allow developers to 

dynamically pass argument to the URL, the author assigned the value="{% url 

user_profile %}" so Django will use the route named “user_profile” for redirecting. 

In accounts/urls.py, add the route: 

url(r'^profile/$', 
    'accounts.views.userprofile', 
    name='user_profile') 
 

and in accounts/views.py add the view userprofile: 

def userprofile(request): 
    userprofile_url = '/user/%d/' % request.user.id 
    return HttpResponseRedirect(userprofile_url) 
 

The above view actually redirects the  user to detail view, the new user profile will then 

be created automatically if does not exist: 

owner = get_object_or_404(User, pk=user_id) 
  try: 
    owner_profile = owner.get_profile() 
  except: #raise exception 
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    #create new profile 
    up = UserProfile(user=owner) 
    up.save() 
    owner_profile = owner.get_profile() 
 

As a requirement, the user should be able to edit his user profile freely, so the form to 

edit user profile should be created. Django provides a convenient way to make this kind 

of form, called ModelForm. In accounts/models.py add: 

class UserProfileForm(ModelForm): 
    class Meta: 
        model = UserProfile 
        exclude = ('user') 

 

Using this model form is fairly simple, it can be called in a view: 

def edit_profile(request): 
    try: 
        profile = request.user.get_profile() 
    except: 
        up = UserProfile(user=request.user) 
        up.save() 
        profile = request.user.get_profile() 
 
    if request.method == 'POST': 
        form = UserProfileForm(request.POST, request.FILES, 
instance=profile) 
        if form.is_valid(): 
            form.save() 
            return HttpResponseRedirect('/user/profile/') 
    else: 
        form = UserProfileForm(instance=profile) 
 
    return render_to_response('accounts/edit_profile.html',  
                              {'form': form, 'profile': 
profile}, 
                              
context_instance=RequestContext(request)) 
 

In the view, the form  UserProfileForm() is called this way: 
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form = UserProfileForm(request.POST, request.FILES, 
instance=profile) 

 

Because the UserProfile model contains profile_picture as an ImageField, the 

user should be able to upload pictures to the website and that is why there is  

request.FILES as one argument in the form. In addition, the third argument 

instance=profile is used to pre-populate the form with existing data to show to 

user. After the user uses this form, it redirects him back to the profile page using: 

return HttpResponseRedirect('/user/profile/') . /user/profile/ is 

the same route as user_profile above. 

 

Figure 14. User profile form 

The most important element of accounts app is the relationship between user-user. To 

make this kind of relationship, the author has implemented three models: 

RelationshipType, Relationship and RelationshipRequest, the database design for 

these models was discussed earlier in Section 4.2.2. The source code is presented in 

Appendix 1.1. 

Please notice that in Relationship and RelationshipRequest models, each of them 

has two foreign keys pointing to the same model User. That is why the related_name is 

set manually to different values in both models to avoid later conflicts in Django ORM 

(by default Django will set related_name to the same name). 

For the datetime field, Django provides some handy arguments such as: 

auto_now_add and auto_now. They are designed to auto-populate the datetime field 

with current time whenever an object is created. However, it is well known in Django 
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community that these arguments may cause unpredictable bugs later. Thus, it is a 

good practice to import the python module datetime and use 

default=datetime.datetime.now(), therefore, the author has followed this 

method consistently in the project: 

created_at = models.DateTimeField('created at', 
default=datetime.now()) 
 

The flow of a relationship connection should be: user1 sends user2 a relationship 

request, user2 sees the request and accept it, then the relationship between user1-

user2 is formed. 

The first step, send a relationship is simple, a normal approach is just create a POST 

or GET form to send the request and process it in the backend. This normal approach 

does not look user-friendly and it may lead to complicated code later since the backend 

will have to be able to check if the request is valid every time it is made. Using AJAX 

here solves the problem, it improves the usability and, at the same time, createsless 

overhead on the backend.  

In the user profile page template – templates/accounts/userprofile.html: 

{% if user.is_authenticated %} 
    {% if owner_profile|has_relationship:user %}   
        You are friends 
    {% else %} 
        {% ifequal owner_profile|has_request:user 'no request' 
%} 
        {% ifnotequal owner user %} 
        <li><a href="javascript:void(0);" id="sentRequest">Add 
as friend</a></li> 
<script> 
$(document).ready(function(){ 
    $('#sentRequest').click(function(){  
    $.getJSON('/user/request/',  
        {request_type: 'send', 
        from_user_id: {{ user.id }}, 
        to_user_id: {{ owner.id }}, 
        message: 'test message'},  
        function(json){ 
            if(json['result']=='Sent successfully'){ 
                alert('Sent request successfully'); 
                $('#sentRequest').hide(); 
        } 
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    });        
    }); 
}); 
</script> 
        {% endifnotequal %} 
        {% else %} 
        {% ifequal owner_profile|has_request:user 'sent request' 
%} 
            Already sent request! 
        {% else %} 
        Received request. 
        {% endifequal %} 
        {% endifequal %} 
    {% endif %} 
{% endif %} 
 

The above code first checks if the user logged in. An anonymous visitor cannot send a 

relationship request. Then it checks if the user and owner of the page already have a 

relationship. Because the Django template does not allow to mix code between Python 

and HTML and the template language does not provide complicated function, the 

author had to use “filter” - a custom way to run a Python function inside a template. It 

is used here: 

{% if owner_profile|has_relationship:user %} 
 

has_relationship is a filter, owner_profile is the object and user is an 

argument. All the filters of the project are defined in 

accounts/templatetags/accounts_extra.py because all of them are related to 

accounts app and UserProfile model. Defining a filter with Django  is simple: 

from django import template 
register = template.Library() 
@register.filter 
def has_relationship(obj, args): 
    return obj.has_relationship(args) 
 

What this filter does is actually take the object and argument from the template, run the 

Django method has_relationship() in the backend and return the result to the 

template. 
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Please notice that in the above code, the first has_relationship() is a custom 

template filter and the second one is a method of the UserProfile model, since the 

passed object is a user profile. 

Because these filtersy are totally separate and do not cause any problem, the author 

has made all filters and the correspondent methods to have identical names, just to 

avoid confusion if the system adds more filters and methods in the future. 

In the model UserProfile, the method has_relationship() is created to check if 

the relationship between two users exists in the database and it is presented in 

Appendix 1.1.  

Django ORM has made it comfortable to query anything in the database with the 

QuerySet. The  following function:  

flag = Relationship.objects.filter(from_user=self.user, 
to_user=visitor) 
 
has the same effect as the SQL query: 

SELECT * FROM relationship WHERE from_user = user AND to_user = 
visitor 
 

It will return an empty QuerySet object if there is not any result, so the method can 

check it and return boolean results to the correspondent custom filter. 

Back to the template code, the filter has_request has been implemented in exactly the 

same way: it is used to check if the relationship request is made before. If not, the 

template will generate a button with <a> tag:  

<a href="javascript:void(0);" id="sentRequest">Add as friend</a> 
 

Set href="javascript:void(0);" is a method to prevent bug with the template if 

the <a> tag does not point to any URL, the button has an id="sentRequest" to be 

identified from jQuery later. 

The jQuery script will track the event click on the button with id #sentRequest and it 

will use the built-in function $.getJSON() of jQuery to send a GET request to URL 

'/user/request' with four parameters: request_type, from_user_id, 

to_user_id, message. Because the information  such as  from_user_id and 

to_user_id can not be accessed by any file except this template, the script does not live 
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in a separate .js file as usual but should be implemented in this template right after the 

button. In accounts/views.py, define a view relationship_request() to process 

the received GET requests. The view is presented in Appendix 1.2. 

The view will get all the parameters from the request and save the relationship request 

in the database, then render a JSON response for the template. If the template script 

gets the JSON response as “Sent request successfully”, it will alert the result 

and hide the button “Add as friend” so the user can not make the request again. 

 

Figure 15. ”Add as friend” action 

The “Accept friend request” process is implemented as the similar concept, except in 

the GET request, the request_type=accept, so the view 

relationship_request() can  categorize the incoming GET requests and 

process faster.  

One of Django framework’s design philosophies is Don't Repeat Yourself (Django 

Software Foundation, 2013): 

“Don’t repeat yourself (DRY) 

Every distinct concept and/or piece of data should live in one, and only one, place. 

Redundancy is bad. Normalization is good.” 

That is why the author did not make another view to process the “Accept friend 

request” request since it would duplicate the code and generate more redundancy. 

Another important difference is that one user can send only one friend request to one 

user at a time, but can receive many friend requests at the same time, so he/she 
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should be able to accept many friend requests at the same time. Some HTML and 

JavaScript work can solve this issue, which is presented in Appendix 5.2. 

The whole friend requests will be embedded in popup. Then each "acceptRequest" 

button will have an unique id which is a combination of  requestFrom and the 

user_id of the user who sent the request. The following jQuery script can extract this 

information and send the correct GET request to the relationship_request() 

view to process properly. 

 

Figure 16. Accept friend request dialog 

The last note about the accounts app is that by default the 

User.get_absolute_url() will return an URL with format '/user/username'. 

In order to have a correct URL to a user object, there is only one way to override it at 

the settings.py: 

ABSOLUTE_URL_OVERRIDES = { 
    'auth.user': lambda u: "/user/%d/" % u.id, 
} 

 

5.3.2 The movies app 

The movie app is in charge of handling movies' information. Compared to the accounts 

app, the movie app is simpler. It has only two models: Movie and Vote.  

The Movie model is somehow similar to UserProfile model: 

class Movie(models.Model): 
    title = models.CharField(max_length=100) 
    year = models.CharField(max_length=4) 
    genre = models.CharField(max_length=100, blank=True) 
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    actors = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True) 
    plot = models.CharField(max_length=400, blank=True) 
    poster = models.URLField(blank=True) 
    runtime = models.CharField(max_length=20, blank=True) 
    rating = models.CharField(max_length=3, blank=True) 
    votes = models.CharField(max_length=20, blank=True) 
    release_date = models.DateField('Released', blank=True, 
null=True) 
    trailer = models.URLField(blank=True, null=True) 
    imdbid = models.CharField(max_length=10) 
    added_by = models.ForeignKey(User, null=True) 
 

All the information should be retrieved from IMDB. At the moment, since IMDB does not 

provide an official API, the project is using a third party API from http://omdbapi.com/, 

except for the  trailer and added_by fields, the other fields will be filled in using this 

API. 

To parse information for a movie and save it into the database, the website provides a 

convenient way called “Add a movie”. It is actually a view which contains a form to get 

the IMDB URL from user, then request all the information from http://omdbapi.com/ and 

save it in the database. Please check Appendix 2.2 to see the implemented view in 

movies/views.py file. 

In the above code, the first @login_required(login_url='/user/login/') is a 

decorator that forces users to login to see this view, otherwise it will redirect users to 

the login URL. Next, the view extracts the IMDB ID from IMDB URL provided by users, 

the format of IMDB ID should be:  tt1298650 (tt followed by 7 numbers). Then using 

this ID, it makes a request to http://omdpapi.com/ with format: 

http://omdbapi.com/?i=imdb_id , here the view is using urllib2 to make the request: 

response = urllib2.urlopen(request_url) 
 
The response from http://omdbapi.com is always a JSON array, which makes it easier 

for the view to extract all information and save into the database. 

Because this feature is really easy to use for any users and the website administrator 

cannot build the database alone, the website opens this “Add a movie” feature to all 

registered users. The user will receive some user points as a reward after adding a 

movie. This feature will be discussed further in later sections. 

Moreover, sometimes the website administrator might want to add a lot of movie 
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information to the database at the same time. The website also provides this function, 

which is presented in Appendix 2.2. 

So, similar to the “Add a movie” feature, this view requires the user to login to see it. 

Moreover it will check if the user is an administrator by: {% if user.is_superuser 

%} in the template. This will make sure that only the website administrator can use this 

function. As with the above code, it indicates that the view will render a form for the 

administrator so he can upload a text file to the website, the text file should contain only 

IMDB URL with one URL per line. The view will open the text file, get each URL in a 

line and process the same way as  view add_movie() to  save movie information to 

the database. 

 

Figure 17. Project’s “Add a movie” feature 

The Vote model is also simple:  

class Vote(models.Model): 
    user = models.ForeignKey(User) 
    movie = models.ForeignKey(Movie) 
    rate = models.IntegerField() 
 
The actual vote is taken care by AJAX in templates/movies/moviepage.html: 

<script> 
    $(document).ready(function(){ 
        $("#stars-voting").stars({ 
            oneVoteOnly: true, 
            callback: function(ui, type, value){ 
                $.getJSON('/movie/vote/',  
                          {user_id: {{ user.id }}, 
                           movie_id: {{ movie.id }}, 
                           rate: value},  
                          function(json){ 
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                             $("#current-rating").text(" - 
Rating: " + json.avg + " (" + json.total + " votes)"); 
                          }); 
            } 
        }); 
    }); 
</script> 
 

It sends the AJAX request to URL '/movie/vote' and the request will be processed 

by view vote() (Appendix 2.2). 

First, the view will check if the user has already voted for the movie, because one user 

is allowed to vote for one movie only one time. If the vote exists, it will update that 

object with the new vote, so users can edit their vote anytime and it does not affect the 

average rating of the movie much. The view will also calculates the total votes and 

average rating to return to the template by JSON response. 

 

Figure 18. Voting feature in movie page 

5.3.3 The favoritelists app 

The favoritelists app is in charge of handle users' favorite lists of movies. It has only 

one model: FavList. This model is very simple: 

class FavList(models.Model): 
    user = models.ForeignKey(User) 
    movie = models.ForeignKey(Movie) 
    created_at = models.DateTimeField('created at', 
default=datetime.now()) 
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Please notice that favoritelists app does not have any particular template because the 

its code mostly remains in accounts app. It has only one view to process the AJAX 

request from templates/movies/moviepage.html: 

<li><a href="javascript:void(0);" id="addToFavList">Add to 
favorite list</a></li> 
<script> 
$(document).ready(function(){ 
    $('#addToFavList').click(function(){  
        $.getJSON('/favorite/add/',  
                  {user_id: {{ user.id }}, 
                   movie_id: {{ movie.id }}},  
                  function(json){ 
                      if(json['result']=='Added successfully'){ 
                          alert('This movie is added to your 
favorite list successfully'); 
                          $('#addToFavList').hide(); 
                      } 
                  }); 
    }); 
}); 
</script> 

 
This request will be processed by the add_to_favlist() view in 

favoritelists/views.py as any other view which processes AJAX requests: 

def add_to_favlist(request): 
    results = {'result': 'Fail'} 
    if request.method == 'GET': 
        GET = request.GET 
        if GET.has_key('user_id'):     
            user = User.objects.get(id=int(GET['user_id'])) 
            movie = Movie.objects.get(id=int(GET['movie_id'])) 
            favlist = FavList(user=user, movie=movie) 
            favlist.save() 
            results = {'result': 'Added successfully'} 
 
    json = simplejson.dumps(results) 
    return HttpResponse(json, mimetype='application/json') 
 

In addition, the special point of this app is thar its main methods were written inside 

UserProfile models, the reason is that this way enables a UserProfile object to call 

the method inside main templates. There are four main methods related to FavList 
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model that were defined inside accounts/models.py, presented in Appendix 1.1: 

def get_favlist(self): 
    favlist = FavList.objects.filter(user=self.user) 
    return favlist 
 
def has_in_favlist(self, movie): 
    flag = FavList.objects.filter(user=self.user, movie=movie) 
    if flag: 
        return True 
    else: 
        return False 
 
def get_favgenre(self): 
    favlist = self.get_favlist() 
    favgenre = [] 
    for fav in favlist: 
        genrelist = fav.movie.genre.split(', ') 
        for genre in genrelist: 
            if genre not in favgenre: 
                favgenre.append(genre) 
    return favgenre 
 
def compare_favlist(self, visitor): 
    favlist1 = FavList.objects.filter(user=self.user) 
    favlist2 = FavList.objects.filter(user=visitor) 
    avg_size = float(len(favlist1) + len(favlist2)) / 2 
    similar = [] 
    for element1 in favlist1: 
        for element2 in favlist2: 
            if element1.movie == element2.movie: 
                similar.append(element1.movie) 
    return round ((len(similar) / avg_size) * 100) 
 

The method get_favlist() is a normal accessor method and the second 

has_in_favlist() is used for a custom filter as usual: 

{% if user|has_in_favlist:movie %} 
 

The method get_favgenre() is a very important method as it extracts the genre 

inside each movie object in the user's favorite list and combines them together into a 

list. So the list will be structure like: 

 [“Drama”, “Action”, “Sci-fi”] 
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This favorite genre information will be used by the recommending system later. 

 

Figure 19. User’s favorite list and favorite genres blocks 

The fourth method compare_favlist() is actually the main method for the 

comparing taste feature of the project. It will take two users as arguments, get their 

favorite lists using method get_favlist() then compare these two lists and return 

the similarity between them. The method will be called by the custom filter with the 

same name in the template templates/accounts/userprofile.html: 

<p>{{ owner.username }} has {{ 
owner_profile|compare_favlist:user }} % similar taste in movies 
with you</p> 
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Figure 20. Taste comparing feature 

5.3.4 The newsfeed app 

Newsfeed is a main feature of any social network, the newsfeed app contains four 

models:  

• FeedAction 

• Feed 

• Points 

• Level 

The first two models serve the purpose store and display the main feed, 

newsfeed/models.py: 

class FeedAction(models.Model): 
    name = models.CharField(max_length=200) 
    point = models.IntegerField(null=True) 
 
class Feed(models.Model): 
    from_user = models.ForeignKey(User, 
related_name='newsfeed_set_1') 
    action = models.ForeignKey(FeedAction) 
    to_user = models.ForeignKey(User, 
related_name='newsfeed_set_2', null=True) 
    to_movie = models.ForeignKey(Movie, null=True) 
    is_read = models.BooleanField(blank=True) 
    created_at = models.DateTimeField('created at', 
default=datetime.now()) 
 

The FeedAction model is quite unique, it is used by both Feed model and Points 
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model later. 

The main action of newsfeed app is the method update_feed() of Feed model: 

def update_feed(self, from_user, action_id, to_user=None, 
to_movie=None): 
    action = FeedAction.objects.get(id=action_id) 
    self = Feed(from_user=from_user, 
                action=action, 
                to_user=to_user, 
                to_movie=to_movie, 
                is_read=False) 
    self.save() 
    try: 
        user_points = Points.objects.get(user=from_user) 
        user_points.point += action.point 
        user_points.save() 
    except: 
        user_points = Points(user=from_user, point=action.point) 
        user_points.save() 

 

As the above code states, this method is used for saving the feed into the database 

and at the same time calculates user point and save into the database. This method 

will be called in any view that has the correspondent activities defined in FeedAction 

model, for example, in view relationship_request() in accounts/views.py, after 

the view process the accepting relationship request, it will call update_feed() 

method like this: 

f_user = User.objects.get(id=int(GET['from_user_id'])) 
t_user = User.objects.get(id=int(GET['to_user_id'])) 
#update feed 
f = Feed() 
f.update_feed(t_user, 2, f_user, None) 

 
The number 2 in argument means action_id=2 in the FeedAction model. The last 

argument is the to_movie argument because this activity does not relate to a movie, 

the argument is set to be None. 

Another special point of newsfeed app is that it also contains the homepage. This is 

because the homepage contains mostly feed and it is not a good idea to separate the 

homepage to another app since it does not have any related model. It can be defined in 
newsfeed/views.py: 
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@login_required(login_url='/user/login/') 
def home(request): 
    sent_request = FeedAction.objects.get(id=1) 
    feeds = Feed.objects.all().order_by('-
created_at').exclude(action=sent_request) 
    new_movies = Movie.objects.all().order_by('-
release_date')[:10] 
    recommended_movies = 
request.user.get_profile().get_recommend_movies() 
 
    return render_to_response('index.html', 
                              {'feeds': feeds, 
                               'new_movies': new_movies, 
                               'recommended_movies': 
recommended_movies}, 
                               
context_instance=RequestContext(request)) 
 

 

Figure 21. News feed feature 
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5.3.5 Search 

Fortunately, Django provides really good way to integrate any custom search engine 

into the website. In the Yephi project, the author has implemented Whoosh – a pure 

Python search engine as a core feature of website.  

To integrate a search engine into Django, it is needed to use Haystack – a modular 

search for Django. 

After installing Haystack and Whoosh, which model to be indexed should be defined in 

search_indexes.py. In the project, Movie is the only one that should be indexed, the 

implementation is presented in Appendix 2.3. 

After building the index model and the template, the index should be built by running 

the command: manage.py update_index and the search engine is ready. 

 

Figure 22. Search feature 

5.3.6 Recommendation system 

The eecommendation system is the most challenging feature of the project since it 

should be able to recommend movies to users automatically based on their taste.  

The first part is fairly easy, since the website already has  the method 

get_favgenre() mentioned abovewhich extracts the users' favorite genres / types of 
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movies based on a users' favorite list. 

However, after getting this list of user's favorite genres, the tricky part is how to get 

movies with similar genres to them. Basically, it can be done by comparing the genre 

field inside a movie object and the favorite genre to get the similarity, and thus rank all 

movies with the collected similarities. It is absolutely not a good and reasonable idea to 

compare this similarity one by one in the database, first because continuously 

hammering the database is the fastest way to make the system crash, especially if the 

system has a database of about one million movie records, and secondly it would be 

very slow to use that method. 

That is why here the author came up with the method of using an existing search 

feature. Because the search engine already has indexed all movies and it has many 

methods to search through these indexes, it will be much faster for the search engine 

to compare the similarity between the favorite genre list and the genre field of each 

movie object.  

It is implemented in accounts/models.py, Appendix 1.1.  

So if the user does not have a favorite list, it will recommend 10 random movies, 

otherwise, it will use the SearchQuerySet() provided by Haystack to search 10 similar 

movies: 

results = SearchQuerySet().filter(genre__in=favgenre) 
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Figure 23. Recommendation feature 

5.4 Optimization 

With the importance of web performance nowadays, the optimization process is 

attracting more and more attention everyday in web development. Typically, an 

experienced developer takes care of this task from the first day of the project since 

he/she knows how to write good code that performs well. However, in many big 

projects, this task might be done after the project has been launched for a while when 

there are signs of bottle necks of the system. 

In Yephi project, the author has done the following tasks to optimize the whole 

application: 

For the templates, to follow the latest trend of web development, the author 

implemented the all the templates using Initializr. Verrecchia (2013) - the author of 

Initializr has described the tool as an HTML5 templates generator to help the 

developers getting started with a new project based on HTML5 Boilerplate. It generates 

a clean customizable template with just what the developers need to start. It comes 
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with HTML5, which makes the templates clearer and more sematic. And in addition, 

Initializr comes with Bootstrap, which reduces overhead and repetition in CSS code to 

the minimum. Another advantage of Bootstrap is it provides the responsive design out 

of the box for the website, so it can work nicely on any mobile device. The following 

figures indicate the changes from the old version of the project to the new version. 

Clearly the template became a lot cleaner and nicer with the help of Initializr: 

 

 

Figure 24. Old template of user page 
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Figure 25. New template of user page 

All the external JavaScript files which are included in the base.html are moved to the 

bottom of the template, just above the closing of <body> tag. Further, the JavaScript 

code has been refactored to be merged into only one file named main.js and included 

in the bottom of the main HTML template. It has been proposed by Google developers 

(2012) that because JavaScript code can alter the content and layout of a web page, 

the browser delays rendering any content that follows a script tag until that script has 

been downloaded, parsed and executed. So when loading, JavaScript code in <head> 

tag can block the HTML template and slow down the performance of the whole page. 

The solution is to move their tags to the bottom of the templates. In the previous 

sections, it has been discussed that the JavaScript code would stay inside the 

template. Inline JavaScript code is actually considered bad practice because it can 

block the loading time (similar to the above reason) and it is hard to maintain. Appendix 

5.7 presents the JavaScript code after refactored. 

The /media folder is divided into 2 folders name /media and /static. It makes the project 

structure clearer. The /static folder should contain all static files like Javascript files, 

CSS files and template images files. The /media folder should only contain the files 
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uploaded by users. 

In movies app’s views.py, there was a small bug after deployment to production server: 

all the posters did not display on the website even though the paths were correct. The 

reason was all the IMDB posters are hosted on the Amazon server and it blocked 

access to another party. The author has made changes to function _save_movie() to 

fetch the posters to the local disk when adding movies so that it can be served via 

Django as local files. 

The search box on header was implemented with the autocomplete feature to make it a 

lot more intuitive. The autocomplete feature is again powered by Whoosh. 

Since the home page design became messy after development, the author decided to 

make the final and most important modifications: 

• Move the home() view from newsfeed app to yephi app. Because the yephi 

app is the main app, developers normally use it for integrated views like 
home() 

• Remove the recommended movies column from home page and replace it with 

the user description, which originally stays on right column. This way the home 

page became much cleaner by displaying only the basic information of user and 

the news feed. 
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Figure 26. Home page after refactoring 

• The recommended movies column was made into a new page called 

“Recommendation”, which has the same template as the Search result page. In 

addition, one more navigation for this page has been added. So now if users 

want to receive recommended movies, they can just go the Recommendation 

page. 
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Figure 27. Recommendation page 

5.4 Deployment 

Deployment is normally the last process of a web development project (except in the 

case of the Continuous Integration method nowadays), since a website / web 

application cannot be served locally from a development computer. 

For this project, the first step is to prepare for the deployment is to specify the 

dependencies. Fortunately, it is fairly easy to extract the list of dependencies with one 

command: 

pip freeze 

Copy the result and make a new file requirements.txt, currently the dependencies of 

Yephi project are: 

Django==1.4.3 

Pillow==1.7.8 

South==0.7.6 

Whoosh==2.4.1 

django-endless-pagination==1.1 
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django-haystack==1.2.7 

django-registration==0.7 

gunicorn==0.17.2 

Since the Django’s built-in webserver should not be used in production, the author 

decided to use Gunicorn (http://gunicorn.org/) - the Python WSGI HTTP Server for 

UNIX. It can be installed via pip as well and should be included in INSTALLED_APPS 

in  the settings.py file. 

The final deployment process from scratch can be described as following: 

• Set up virtualenv 

sudo easy_install pip 

sudo pip install virtualenv 

virtualenv env_django143 --no-site-packages 

• Get the source code (by copy & paste or using git clone) 

• Activate the virtualenv and install dependencies 

source yephi_env/bin/activate 

pip install –r requirements.txt 

• Create the database and database user 

• Change settings.py to reflect the created database’s settings 

• Synchronize the database 

python manage.py syncdb 

• Load the initial data from XML 

python manage.py loaddata deployment/initial_data.xml 

• Run the Gunicorn daemon 

python manage.py run_gunicorn -D --bind=127.0.0.1:8000 

• Edit the webserver configuration to match with the project configuration. 

Appendix 5.6 presents an example of nginx configuration for the project. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

6.1 Project conclusion 

The author successfully delivered a website as expected in a timespan of 10 weeks. 

The demo version is live at: http://yephi.hieuh25.com/  

The project clearly shows a general logic behind a social media and how to make a 

social media from scratch. 

After working on this project, the author has implemented the standard features of a 

social media: newsfeed, relationship, comment, review, etc. and also the special 

feature such as recommendation system. 

The project helps the author understand intensively the social media in general as well 

as the technologies behind them. Through this project, the author has improved 

technical skills greatly especially in Python programming, AJAX implementation, search 

engine optimization and web development in general. 

Different open source projects contributed a great part to this project, thus the author 

realized that open source software is very important in modern software development. 

Because of time limitation, the project lacks the User Privacy feature as originally 

planned. However, the recommendation system is a plus in the short timespan. 

Additionally, the project could be continued developing in the near future and possibly 

will be launched in Vietnam. 

 

6.2 Recommendation and future work 

Due to the limited time, the author has only implemented the most basic ideas for the 

project. This thesis project can be improved further in many different ways: 

• Connection to other social medias: This feature is critical for a new social media 

to attract its first users, by connecting to an existing social media such as 

Facebook, the project can receive attention from Facebook users and attract 

active users from that resource. 
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• For comparing and recommendation systems: creating a tagging system so that 

each movie will have different sets of tag. This data is more specific and can be 

extracted to obtain more accurate information of users' tastes, so the comparing 

and recommendation system could work much better. 

• Event features: this could be one key feature of the project as it will allow users 

to create custom events and invite their friends on the website. With a good 

implementation, this feature could create a trend locally and also a habit for 

members to be active on the website as well as have off-line activities. 

• Enhance search engine: the search feature is very powerful and can be the key 

feature of the website. That is the reason why it should be enhanced to have 

better index, update index frequently, enable auto-complete suggestion, be able 

to search different models like: User and Event. 

• Enhance security of the website: although Django has already taken care of 

most security attacks, it does not mean it is a flawless framework, especially 

when it is normal that developers can easily make mistakes. So the website 

should be tested frequently and thoroughly to discover any security breach and 

fix them immediately. 

• Expand the movie info using Rotten Tomatoes API (official API). 

• Translate the project to Vietnamese and other languages (it is supported by 

module “i18n” of Django). 
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APPENDIX 1: ACCOUNTS APP 

Appendix 1.1: models.py Source Code 

from django.contrib.contenttypes.models import ContentType 
from django.contrib.comments.models import Comment 
from django.contrib.auth.models import User 
from django.db import models 
from django.forms import ModelForm 
 
from haystack.query import SearchQuerySet 
from favoritelists.models import FavList 
from movies.models import * 
from newsfeed.models import * 
from datetime import datetime 
import random 
 
 
class UserProfile(models.Model): 
    user = models.OneToOneField(User) 
    birthday = models.DateField('birthday', blank=True, 
null=True) 
    location = models.CharField(max_length=100, blank=True, 
null=True) 
    about = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True, 
null=True) 
    profile_picture = 
models.ImageField(upload_to='images/profile_picture', 
                                        blank=True, null=True) 
    status = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True, 
null=True) 
 
    def __unicode__(self): 
        return self.user.username 
 
    def get_relationships(self): 
        relationships = Relationship.objects.filter( 
            models.Q(from_user=self.user) | 
            models.Q(to_user=self.user) 
        ) 
        return relationships 
 
    def has_relationship(self, visitor): 
        flag = Relationship.objects.filter(from_user=self.user, 
to_user=visitor) 
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        if not flag: 
            flag = 
Relationship.objects.filter(from_user=visitor, 
to_user=self.user) 
        if flag: 
            return True 
        else: 
            return False 
 
    def get_requests(self): 
        requests = 
RelationshipRequest.objects.filter(to_user=self.user) 
        return requests 
 
    def has_request(self, visitor): 
        has_sent = 
RelationshipRequest.objects.filter(from_user=visitor, 
to_user=self.user) 
        if has_sent: 
            return 'sent request' 
        else: 
            has_received = 
RelationshipRequest.objects.filter(from_user=self.user, 
to_user=visitor) 
            if has_received: 
                return 'received request' 
            else: 
                return 'no request' 
 
    def get_favlist(self): 
        favlist = FavList.objects.filter(user=self.user) 
        return favlist 
 
    def has_in_favlist(self, movie): 
        flag = FavList.objects.filter(user=self.user, 
movie=movie) 
        if flag: 
            return True 
        else: 
            return False 
 
    def get_favgenre(self): 
        favlist = self.get_favlist() 
        favgenre = [] 
        for fav in favlist: 
            genrelist = fav.movie.genre.split(', ') 
            for genre in genrelist: 
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                if genre not in favgenre: 
                    favgenre.append(genre) 
        return favgenre 
 
    def compare_favlist(self, visitor): 
        favlist1 = FavList.objects.filter(user=self.user) 
        favlist2 = FavList.objects.filter(user=visitor) 
        avg_size = float(len(favlist1) + len(favlist2)) / 2 
        if avg_size == 0: 
            return 0 
        similar = [] 
        for element1 in favlist1: 
            for element2 in favlist2: 
                if element1.movie == element2.movie: 
                    similar.append(element1.movie) 
        return round((len(similar) / avg_size) * 100) 
 
    def has_reviewed(self, movie): 
        ct = ContentType.objects.get(name='movie') 
        flag = Comment.objects.filter(user=self.user, 
content_type=ct, object_pk=movie.id) 
        if flag: 
            return True 
        else: 
            return False 
 
    def get_review(self, movie): 
        ct = ContentType.objects.get(name='movie') 
        review = Comment.objects.get(user=self.user, 
content_type=ct, object_pk=movie.id) 
        return review.comment 
 
    def get_add_list(self): 
        mylist = Movie.objects.filter(added_by=self.user) 
        return mylist 
 
    def get_vote_list(self): 
        mylist = Vote.objects.filter(user=self.user) 
        return mylist 
 
    def get_review_list(self): 
        ct = ContentType.objects.get(name='movie') 
        revlist = Comment.objects.filter(user=self.user, 
content_type=ct) 
        mylist = [] 
        for rev in revlist: 
            movie = Movie.objects.get(id=rev.object_pk) 
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            mylist.append(movie) 
        return mylist 
 
    def get_point(self): 
        try: 
            user_point = Points.objects.get(user=self.user) 
        except: 
            up = Points(user=self.user, point=0) 
            up.save() 
            user_point = Points.objects.get(user=self.user) 
        return user_point.point 
 
    def get_level(self): 
        user_point = self.get_point() 
        level = 
(Level.objects.filter(points_needed__lte=user_point) 
                              .order_by('points_needed') 
                              .reverse()[0]) 
        return level.name 
 
    def get_recommend_movies(self): 
        favgenre = self.get_favgenre() 
        mylist = set() 
        if not len(favgenre): 
            #return 10 random movies 
            mylist = Movie.objects.order_by('?')[:10] 
        else: 
            #return 10 (random) similar movies to the favorite 
genres of users 
            results = 
SearchQuerySet().filter(genre__in=favgenre) 
            while len(mylist) < 10: 
                random_result = random.choice(results) 
                movie = 
Movie.objects.get(id=int(random_result.pk)) 
                if not self.has_in_favlist(movie) and movie not 
in mylist: 
                    mylist.add(movie) 
        return mylist 
 
 
class UserProfileForm(ModelForm): 
    class Meta: 
        model = UserProfile 
        exclude = ('user') 
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class RelationshipType(models.Model): 
    name = models.CharField(max_length=50) 
 
    def __unicode__(self): 
        return self.name 
 
 
class Relationship(models.Model): 
    from_user = models.ForeignKey(User, 
related_name='relationship_set_1') 
    #define the related_name to avoid name conflict in Django 
after 
    #creating database, User model (normally it will create 
attribute 'friend_set') 
    to_user = models.ForeignKey(User, 
related_name='relationship_set_2') 
    relationship_type = models.ForeignKey(RelationshipType) 
    #there are many known bugs with auto_now_add=True 
    #that's why don't use it eventhough it's more convenient 
    created_at = models.DateTimeField('created at', 
default=datetime.now()) 
 
    def __unicode__(self): 
        return '%s, %s, %s' % (self.from_user.username, 
                               self.to_user.username, 
                               self.relationship_type.name) 
 
 
class RelationshipRequest(models.Model): 
    from_user = models.ForeignKey(User, 
related_name='relationship_request_set_1') 
    to_user = models.ForeignKey(User, 
related_name='relationship_request_set_2') 
    message = models.CharField(max_length=200) 
    created_at = models.DateTimeField('created at', 
default=datetime.now()) 
 
    def __unicode__(self): 
        return '%s, %s' % (self.from_user.username, 
self.to_user.username) 

 

Appendix 1.2: views.py Source code 

from django.shortcuts import get_object_or_404, 
render_to_response 
from django.http import HttpResponseRedirect, HttpResponse 
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from django.template import RequestContext 
from accounts.models import * 
from newsfeed.models import * 
from django.contrib.auth.models import User 
from django.utils import simplejson 
from django.contrib.auth.decorators import login_required 
 
 
@login_required(login_url='/user/login/') 
def detail(request, user_id): 
    owner = get_object_or_404(User, pk=user_id) 
    try: 
        owner_profile = owner.get_profile() 
    except:  # raise exception 
        # create new profile 
        up = UserProfile(user=owner) 
        up.save() 
        owner_profile = owner.get_profile() 
 
    owner_relationships = owner_profile.get_relationships() 
    owner_requests = owner_profile.get_requests() 
    owner_favlist = owner_profile.get_favlist() 
    owner_favgenre = owner_profile.get_favgenre() 
    owner_added = owner_profile.get_add_list() 
    owner_voted = owner_profile.get_vote_list() 
    owner_reviewed = owner_profile.get_review_list() 
    owner_point = owner_profile.get_point() 
    owner_level = owner_profile.get_level() 
 
    return render_to_response('accounts/userprofile.html', { 
        'owner': owner, 
        'owner_profile': owner_profile, 
        'owner_relationships': owner_relationships, 
        'owner_requests': owner_requests, 
        'owner_favlist': owner_favlist, 
        'owner_favgenre': owner_favgenre, 
        'owner_added': owner_added, 
        'owner_voted': owner_voted, 
        'owner_reviewed': owner_reviewed, 
        'owner_point': owner_point, 
        'owner_level': owner_level 
    }, context_instance=RequestContext(request)) 
 
 
def userprofile(request): 
    userprofile_url = '/user/%d/' % request.user.id 
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    return HttpResponseRedirect(userprofile_url) 
 
 
@login_required(login_url='/user/login/') 
def edit_profile(request): 
    try: 
        profile = request.user.get_profile() 
    except: 
        up = UserProfile(user=request.user) 
        up.save() 
        profile = request.user.get_profile() 
 
    if request.method == 'POST': 
        form = UserProfileForm(request.POST, request.FILES, 
instance=profile) 
        if form.is_valid(): 
            form.save() 
            return HttpResponseRedirect('/user/profile/') 
    else: 
        form = UserProfileForm(instance=profile) 
 
    return render_to_response('accounts/edit_profile.html', { 
        'form': form, 
        'profile': profile 
    }, context_instance=RequestContext(request)) 
 
 
@login_required(login_url='/user/login/') 
def relationship_request(request): 
    results = {'result': 'Fail'} 
    if request.method == 'GET': 
        GET = request.GET 
        if 'request_type' in GET: 
            if GET['request_type'] == 'send': 
                #save request to database 
                f_user = 
User.objects.get(id=int(GET['from_user_id'])) 
                t_user = 
User.objects.get(id=int(GET['to_user_id'])) 
                gmessage = GET['message'] 
                request = RelationshipRequest(from_user=f_user, 
                                              to_user=t_user, 
                                              message=gmessage) 
                request.save() 
 
                #prepare json response 
                results = {'result': 'Sent successfully'} 
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                #update feed 
                f = Feed() 
                f.update_feed(f_user, 1, t_user, None) 
 
            elif GET['request_type'] == 'accept': 
                #save relationship 
                f_user = 
User.objects.get(id=int(GET['from_user_id'])) 
                t_user = 
User.objects.get(id=int(GET['to_user_id'])) 
                rel_type = 
RelationshipType.objects.get(name='Friend') 
                relationship = Relationship(from_user=f_user, 
                                            to_user=t_user, 
                                            
relationship_type=rel_type) 
                relationship.save() 
                request = 
RelationshipRequest.objects.get(from_user=f_user, 
                                                          
to_user=t_user) 
                request.delete() 
 
                #prepare json response 
                results = {'result': 'Accept successfully'} 
 
                #update feed 
                f = Feed() 
                f.update_feed(t_user, 2, f_user, None) 
 
    json = simplejson.dumps(results) 
    return HttpResponse(json, mimetype='application/json') 
 
 
@login_required(login_url='/user/login/') 
def comment_feed(request): 
    results = {'result': 'Fail'} 
    if request.method == 'GET': 
        GET = request.GET 
        if 'f_user' in GET: 
            #save request to database 
            f_user = User.objects.get(id=int(GET['f_user'])) 
            t_user = User.objects.get(id=int(GET['t_user'])) 
 
            #update feed 
            f = Feed() 
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            f.update_feed(f_user, 4, t_user, None) 
 
            results = {'result': 'Successful'} 
    json = simplejson.dumps(results) 
    return HttpResponse(json, mimetype='application/json') 

 

Appendix 1.3 urls.py Source Code 

from django.conf.urls.defaults import * 
from django.views.generic import ListView 
from django.contrib import admin 
from accounts.models import * 
 
from django.views.generic.simple import direct_to_template 
from django.contrib.auth import views as auth_views 
from registration.views import activate 
from registration.views import register 
from registration.forms import RegistrationForm 
 
admin.autodiscover() 
 
urlpatterns = patterns('', 
 
    ##### user list and profile page ##### 
 
    url(r'^list/$', 
        ListView.as_view( 
            queryset = User.objects.all(), 
            context_object_name = 'user_list', 
            template_name = 'accounts/index.html')), 
    url(r'^(?P<user_id>\d+)/$', 'accounts.views.detail'), 
    url(r'^profile/$', 
        'accounts.views.userprofile', 
        name='user_profile'), 
    url(r'^editprofile/$', 
        'accounts.views.edit_profile', 
        name='edit_profile'), 
    url(r'^commentfeed/$', 'accounts.views.comment_feed'), 
 
    ##### registration ##### 
 
    url(r'^activate/(?P<activation_key>\w+)/$', 
        activate, 
        name='registration_activate'), 
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    url(r'^login/$', 
        auth_views.login, 
        {'template_name': 'registration/login.html'}, 
        name='auth_login'), 
    url(r'^logout/$', 
        auth_views.logout, 
        {'template_name': 'registration/logout.html'}, 
        name='auth_logout'), 
    url(r'^password/change/$', 
        auth_views.password_change, 
        name='auth_password_change'), 
    url(r'^password/change/done/$', 
        auth_views.password_change_done, 
        name='auth_password_change_done'), 
    url(r'^password/reset/$', 
        auth_views.password_reset, 
        name='auth_password_reset'), 
    url(r'^password/reset/confirm/(?P<uidb36>[0-9A-Za-z]+)-
(?P<token>.+)/$', 
        auth_views.password_reset_confirm, 
        name='auth_password_reset_confirm'), 
    url(r'^password/reset/complete/$', 
        auth_views.password_reset_complete, 
        name='auth_password_reset_complete'), 
    url(r'^password/reset/done/$', 
        auth_views.password_reset_done, 
        name='auth_password_reset_done'), 
    url(r'^register/$', 
        register, 
        {'form_class' : RegistrationForm}, 
        name='registration_register'), 
    url(r'^register/complete/$', 
        direct_to_template, 
        {'template': 'registration/registration_complete.html'}, 
        name='registration_complete'), 
 
    ##### relationship request ##### 
 
    url(r'^request/$', 'accounts.views.relationship_request'), 
) 
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Appendix 1.4: accounts_extra.py Source Code 

from django import template 
 
register = template.Library() 
 
@register.filter 
def has_relationship(obj, args): 
    return obj.has_relationship(args) 
 
@register.filter 
def has_request(obj, args): 
    return obj.has_request(args) 
 
@register.filter 
def has_in_favlist(obj, args): 
    return obj.get_profile().has_in_favlist(args) 
 
@register.filter 
def compare_favlist(obj, args): 
    return obj.compare_favlist(args) 
 
@register.filter 
def has_reviewed(obj, args): 
    return obj.get_profile().has_reviewed(args) 
 
@register.filter 
def get_review(obj, args): 
    return obj.get_profile().get_review(args) 
 
@register.filter 
def replace(obj, args): 
    return obj.replace('%NAME%', args) 
 

APPENDIX 2: MOVIES APP 

Appendix 2.1: models.py Source Code 

from django.db import models 
from django.contrib.auth.models import User 
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class Movie(models.Model): 
    title = models.CharField(max_length=100) 
    year = models.CharField(max_length=4) 
    genre = models.CharField(max_length=100, blank=True) 
    actors = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True) 
    plot = models.CharField(max_length=400, blank=True) 
    poster = models.URLField(blank=True) 
    runtime = models.CharField(max_length=20, blank=True) 
    rating = models.CharField(max_length=10, blank=True) 
    votes = models.CharField(max_length=20, blank=True) 
    release_date = models.DateField('Released', blank=True, 
null=True) 
    trailer = models.URLField(blank=True, null=True) 
    imdbid = models.CharField(max_length=10) 
    added_by = models.ForeignKey(User, null=True) 
 
    def __unicode__(self): 
        return self.title 
 
    def get_absolute_url(self): 
        return "/movie/%i/" % self.id 
 
 
class Vote(models.Model): 
    user = models.ForeignKey(User) 
    movie = models.ForeignKey(Movie) 
    rate = models.IntegerField() 
 
    def __unicode__(self): 
        return '%s %s %f' % (self.user, self.movie, self.rate) 
 

Appendix 2.2: views.py Source Code 

from django.contrib.auth.decorators import login_required 
from django.contrib.auth.models import User 
from django.contrib.comments.models import Comment 
from django.contrib.contenttypes.models import ContentType 
from django.contrib.auth.forms import * 
from django.db.models import Avg 
from django.views.decorators.http import require_POST 
from django.shortcuts import get_object_or_404, 
render_to_response 
from django.http import HttpResponseRedirect, HttpResponse 
from django.template import RequestContext 
from django.utils import simplejson 
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from django.conf import settings 
 
from movies.forms import * 
from movies.models import * 
from newsfeed.models import Feed 
from favoritelists.models import * 
 
from datetime import datetime 
import time 
import urllib2 
 
 
def detail(request, movie_id): 
    movie = get_object_or_404(Movie, pk=movie_id) 
    total = Vote.objects.filter(movie=movie).count() 
    avg = 
Vote.objects.filter(movie=movie).aggregate(Avg('rate')) 
    user_voted = Vote.objects.filter(movie=movie, 
user=request.user.id) 
    favusers = FavList.objects.filter(movie=movie) 
    return render_to_response('movies/moviepage.html', { 
        'movie': movie, 
        'avg_rate': avg['rate__avg'], 
        'total_votes': total, 
        'favusers': favusers, 
        'user_voted': user_voted 
    }, context_instance=RequestContext(request)) 
 
 
def _save_movie(imdb_id, user): 
    request_url = 'http://www.omdbapi.com/?i=%s' % imdb_id 
    errors = [] 
 
    try: 
        response = urllib2.urlopen(request_url) 
    except urllib2.URLError as err: 
        errors.append(err) 
    if response: 
        result = response.read() 
        json_result = simplejson.loads(result) 
 
        if json_result['Response'] != 'False': 
            # process data 
            title = json_result['Title'] 
            year = json_result['Year'] 
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            # process release date 
            release_str = json_result['Released'] 
            if len(release_str.split()) == 1: 
                if release_str == 'N/A': 
                    release_time = None 
                else: 
                    release_time = 
datetime(*time.strptime(release_str, "%Y")[:6]) 
            elif len(release_str.split()) == 2: 
                release_time = 
datetime(*time.strptime(release_str, "%b %Y")[:6]) 
            elif len(release_str.split()) == 3: 
                release_time = 
datetime(*time.strptime(release_str, "%d %b %Y")[:6]) 
 
            # fetch poster image to local disk 
            poster_url = json_result['Poster'] 
            poster_file_name = ('/images/posters/%s_%s.jpg' % 
                                (year, title.lower().replace(' 
', '_'))) 
            poster_file_abs = settings.MEDIA_ROOT + 
poster_file_name 
            poster_file_rel = '/media' + poster_file_name 
            if poster_url == 'N/A': 
                poster_file_rel = 
'/media/images/default_poster.png' 
            else: 
                try: 
                    resp = urllib2.urlopen(poster_url) 
                except urllib2.URLError as err: 
                    print err 
                if resp: 
                    poster_file = open(poster_file_abs, 'w') 
                    poster_file.write(resp.read()) 
                    poster_file.close() 
 
            # check if movie exists in DB 
            flag = Movie.objects.filter(title=title, year=year) 
            if not flag:  # add movie info to DB 
                new_movie = Movie( 
                    title=title, 
                    year=year, 
                    genre=json_result['Genre'], 
                    actors=json_result['Actors'], 
                    plot=json_result['Plot'], 
                    poster=poster_file_rel, 
                    runtime=json_result['Runtime'], 
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                    rating=json_result['imdbRating'], 
                    votes=json_result['imdbVotes'], 
                    release_date=release_time, 
                    added_by=user, 
                    imdbid=imdb_id 
                ) 
                new_movie.save() 
 
                # update feed 
                f = Feed() 
                f.update_feed(user, 3, None, new_movie) 
        else: 
            errors.append('No data available') 
    else:  # duplicate movie, returns error 
        errors.append('This movie is already in our database. ' 
                      'Please try to add another one.') 
    # return errors list 
    return errors 
 
 
@login_required(login_url='/user/login/') 
def add_movie(request): 
    response = '' 
    if request.method == 'POST': 
        imdb_url = request.POST['link'] 
        # format: http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1298650/ 
        if imdb_url.find('http://www.imdb.com/title/') == 0: 
            imdb_id = imdb_url.split('/')[4] 
            errors = _save_movie(imdb_id, request.user) 
            if errors == []: 
                response = 'Added successfully' 
            else: 
                response = errors 
        else: 
            response = 'Invalid URL' 
 
    return render_to_response('movies/add_movie.html', { 
        'response': response, 
    }, context_instance=RequestContext(request)) 
 
 
@login_required(login_url='/user/login/') 
def add_movie_list(request): 
    success_times = 0 
    fail_times = 0 
    if request.method == 'POST': 
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        form = UploadFileForm(request.POST, request.FILES) 
        if form.is_valid(): 
            destination = open(settings.MEDIA_ROOT + 
'/movielist.txt', 'wb+') 
            for chunk in request.FILES['file'].chunks(): 
                destination.write(chunk) 
            destination.close() 
            # open file and extract data 
            with open(settings.MEDIA_ROOT + '/movielist.txt') as 
f: 
                for line in f.readlines(): 
                    if line.find('http://www.imdb.com/title/') 
== 0: 
                        imdb_id = line.split('/')[4] 
                        errors = _save_movie(imdb_id, 
request.user) 
                        if errors == []: 
                            success_times += 1 
                        else: 
                            fail_times += 1 
                    else: 
                        fail_times += 1 
    else: 
        form = UploadFileForm() 
    return render_to_response('movies/add_movies.html', { 
        'form': form, 
        'success': success_times, 
        'fail': fail_times, 
    }, context_instance=RequestContext(request)) 
 
 
@login_required(login_url='/user/login/') 
def vote(request): 
    results = {'result': 'Fail'} 
    if request.method == 'GET': 
        GET = request.GET 
        if 'rate' in GET: 
            #save request to database 
            user = User.objects.get(id=int(GET['user_id'])) 
            movie = Movie.objects.get(id=int(GET['movie_id'])) 
            try: 
                vote = Vote.objects.get(user=user, movie=movie) 
                vote.rate = int(GET['rate']) 
                vote.save() 
            except: 
                rate = int(GET['rate']) 
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                new_vote = Vote(user=user, movie=movie, 
rate=rate) 
                new_vote.save() 
 
            total = Vote.objects.filter(movie=movie).count() 
            avg = 
Vote.objects.filter(movie=movie).aggregate(Avg('rate')) 
            #prepare json response 
            results = {'result': 'Successful', 'total': total, 
'avg': avg['rate__avg']} 
 
            #update feed 
            f = Feed() 
            f.update_feed(user, 6, None, movie) 
    json = simplejson.dumps(results) 
    return HttpResponse(json, mimetype='application/json') 
 
 
@login_required(login_url='/user/login/') 
def review(request): 
    results = {'result': 'Fail'} 
    if request.method == 'GET': 
        GET = request.GET 
        if 'user_id' in GET: 
            #save request to database 
            user = User.objects.get(id=int(GET['user_id'])) 
            movie = Movie.objects.get(id=int(GET['movie_id'])) 
 
            #update feed 
            f = Feed() 
            f.update_feed(user, 5, None, movie) 
 
            results = {'result': 'Successful'} 
    json = simplejson.dumps(results) 
    return HttpResponse(json, mimetype='application/json') 
 
 
@login_required(login_url='/user/login/') 
@require_POST 
def edit_review(request): 
    data = request.POST.copy() 
    #get data from POST request 
    username = data.get('name') 
    user = User.objects.get(username=username) 
    content_type = ContentType.objects.get(name='movie') 
    object_pk = data.get('object_pk') 
    next = data.get('next') 
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    #edit the review 
    review = Comment.objects.get(user=user, 
content_type=content_type, object_pk=object_pk) 
    review.comment = data.get('comment') 
    review.save() 
 
    #redirect to 'next' destination 
    return HttpResponseRedirect(next) 

Appendix 2.3: search_indexes.py Source Code 

from haystack.indexes import * 
from haystack import site 
from movies.models import Movie 
 
 
class MovieIndex(SearchIndex): 
    text = CharField(document=True, use_template=True) 
    plot = CharField(model_attr='plot') 
    genre = CharField(model_attr='genre') 
    rating = CharField(model_attr='rating') 
 
    content_auto = EdgeNgramField(model_attr='title') 
 
    def index_queryset(self): 
        """Used when the entire index for model is updated.""" 
        return Movie.objects.all() 
 
 
site.register(Movie, MovieIndex) 
 

APPENDIX 3: FAVORITELISTS APP 

Appendix 3.1: models.py Source Code 

from django.db import models 
from django.contrib.auth.models import User 
from movies.models import Movie 
from datetime import datetime 
 
class FavList(models.Model): 
    user = models.ForeignKey(User) 
    movie = models.ForeignKey(Movie) 
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    created_at = models.DateTimeField('created at', 
default=datetime.now()) 
 
    def __unicode__(self): 
        return '%s %s' % (self.user, self.movie) 

Appendix 3.2: views.py Source Code 

from django.http import HttpResponse 
from movies.models import * 
from favoritelists.models import * 
from newsfeed.models import Feed 
from django.contrib.auth.models import User 
from django.contrib.auth.forms import * 
from django.utils import simplejson 
 
 
def add_to_favlist(request): 
    results = {'result': 'Fail'} 
    if request.method == 'GET': 
        GET = request.GET 
        if GET.has_key('user_id'): 
            user = User.objects.get(id=int(GET['user_id'])) 
            movie = Movie.objects.get(id=int(GET['movie_id'])) 
            favlist = FavList(user=user, movie=movie) 
            favlist.save() 
            results = {'result': 'Added successfully'} 
 
            #update feed 
            f = Feed() 
            f.update_feed(user, 7, None, movie) 
 
    json = simplejson.dumps(results) 
    return HttpResponse(json, mimetype='application/json') 
 

APPENDIX 4: NEWSFEED APP 

models.py Source Code 
 
from django.db import models 
from django.contrib.auth.models import User 
from movies.models import Movie 
from datetime import datetime 
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class FeedAction(models.Model): 
    name = models.CharField(max_length=200) 
    point = models.IntegerField(null=True) 
 
    def __unicode__(self): 
        return self.name 
 
 
class Feed(models.Model): 
    from_user = models.ForeignKey(User, 
related_name='newsfeed_set_1') 
    action = models.ForeignKey(FeedAction) 
    to_user = models.ForeignKey(User, 
related_name='newsfeed_set_2', null=True) 
    to_movie = models.ForeignKey(Movie, null=True) 
    is_read = models.BooleanField(blank=True) 
    created_at = models.DateTimeField('created at', 
default=datetime.now()) 
 
    def __unicode__(self): 
        return '%s %s %s %s at %s' % (self.from_user, 
                                      self.action, 
                                      self.to_user, 
                                      self.to_movie, 
                                      self.created_at) 
 
    def get_latest_feed(self, limit=100): 
        #get a limit (default 100) latest feeds 
        feeds = Feed.objects.order_by('created_at')[:limit] 
        return feeds 
 
    def update_feed(self, from_user, action_id, to_user=None, 
to_movie=None): 
        action = FeedAction.objects.get(id=action_id) 
        self = Feed(from_user=from_user, 
                    action=action, 
                    to_user=to_user, 
                    to_movie=to_movie, 
                    is_read=False) 
        self.save() 
        try: 
            user_points = Points.objects.get(user=from_user) 
            user_points.point += action.point 
            user_points.save() 
        except: 
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            user_points = Points(user=from_user, 
point=action.point) 
            user_points.save() 
 
 
class Points(models.Model): 
    user = models.ForeignKey(User) 
    point = models.IntegerField() 
 
 
class Level(models.Model): 
    points_needed = models.IntegerField() 
    name = models.CharField(max_length=100) 
 
    def __unicode__(self): 
        return '%s' % (self.name) 
 

APPENDIX 5: TEMPLATES 

Appendix 5.1: login.html Source Code 

{% extends "base.html" %} 
{% load i18n %} 
 
{% block content %} 
 
    {% if not user.is_authenticated %} 
        <div class="form-box well"> 
            <h3 class="header">{% trans "Login" %}</h3> 
         <form method="post" action=".">{% csrf_token %} 
             {{ form.as_p }} 
 
                <input type="hidden" name="next" value="{% url 
user_profile %}" /> 
             <input type="submit" class="btn btn-large btn-
primary" value="{% trans 'Log in' %}" /> 
         </form> 
 
         <small>{% trans "Forgot password" %}? <a href="{% url 
auth_password_reset %}">{% trans "Reset password" 
%}</a></small><br /> 
         <small>{% trans "Not member" %}? <a href="{% url 
registration_register %}">{% trans "Sign Up Now" %}</a></small> 
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        </div> 
    {% endif %} 
 
{% endblock %} 

Appendix 5.2: userprofile.html Source Code 

{% extends "base.html" %} 
{% load accounts_extra comments endless %} 
 
{% block title %}YePhi | {{ owner.username }}{% endblock %} 
 
{% block sidebar %} 
    <div id="sidebar" class="span2"> 
     {% if owner_profile.profile_picture %} 
         <img src="/media/{{ owner_profile.profile_picture }}" 
alt="profile picture" id="profile-pic" /> 
        {% else %} 
         <img src="/media/images/default_user.png" alt="profile 
picture" id="profile-pic" /> 
        {% endif %} 
        <div id="side-menu"> 
         {% ifequal owner user %} 
    <a 
href="/user/editprofile/" class="btn btn-block btn-primary">Edit 
Your Profile</a> 
             <a href="/movie/add/" class="btn btn-block 
btn-primary">Add A Movie</a> 
         {% else %}     
          {% if user.is_authenticated %} 
     {% if 
owner_profile|has_relationship:user %} 
      <p 
class="alert alert-success">You are friends</p> 
     {% else %} 
      {% 
ifequal owner_profile|has_request:user 'no request' %} 
      
 {% ifnotequal owner user %} 
      
  <a href="javascript:void(0);" 
id="send_request_from{{ user.id }}_to{{ owner.id }}" class="js-
sendRequest btn btn-block btn-primary">Add as friend</a> 
      
 {% endifnotequal %} 
      {% 
else %} 
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 {% ifequal owner_profile|has_request:user 'sent 
request' %} 
      
  <p class="alert alert-success">Already sent 
request!</p> 
      
 {% else %} 
      
  <p class="alert">Received request.</p> 
      
 {% endifequal %} 
      {% 
endifequal %} 
     {% endif %} 
    {% endif %} 
            {% endifequal %} 
 
      {% ifequal owner user %} 
       {% if owner_requests %} 
        <a href="#js-
friendRequestModal" class="js-friendRequestButton btn btn-block 
btn-success" role="button" data-toggle="modal">Friend requests 
({{ owner_requests.count }})</a> 
 
        <div id="js-
friendRequestModal" class="modal hide fade"> 
                        <div class="modal-header"> 
                            <button type="button" class="close" 
data-dismiss="modal" aria-hidden="true">×</button> 
                            <h3>Friend requests</h3> 
                        </div> 
                        <div class="modal-body"> 
                {% for request 
in owner_requests %} 
                 <div 
class="fr-request"> 
                 
 <p>From: {{ request.from_user }}</p> 
                 
 <p>Message: {{ request.message }}</p> 
                 
 <a href="javascript:void(0);" class="js-acceptRequest 
btn btn-success" id="accept_request_from{{ request.from_user.id 
}}_to{{ owner.id }}">Accept friend</a> 
                
 </div> 
                {% endfor %} 
                        </div> 
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                        <div class="modal-footer"> 
                            <button class="btn" data-
dismiss="modal" aria-hidden="true">Close</button> 
                        </div> 
        </div> 
       {% endif %} 
      {% endifequal %} 
 
            <p>Friends ({{ owner_relationships.count }})</p> 
            {% if owner_relationships %} 
             {% lazy_paginate 10 owner_relationships 
using "relpage" %} 
             {% for rel in owner_relationships %} 
        {% ifequal rel.from_user 
owner %} 
         <a href="{{ 
rel.to_user.get_absolute_url }}" class="showfriend"> 
          {% if 
rel.to_user.get_profile.profile_picture %} 
          
 <img src="/media/{{ 
rel.to_user.get_profile.profile_picture }}" alt="profile 
picture" /> 
          {% 
else %} 
          
 <img src="/media/images/default_user.png" alt="profile 
picture" /> 
          {% 
endif %} 
          {{ 
rel.to_user.username }} 
         </a> 
        {% else %} 
         <a href="{{ 
rel.from_user.get_absolute_url }}" class="showfriend"> 
          {% if 
rel.from_user.get_profile.profile_picture %} 
          
 <img src="/media/{{ 
rel.from_user.get_profile.profile_picture }}" alt="profile 
picture" /> 
          {% 
else %} 
          
 <img src="/media/images/default_user.png" alt="profile 
picture" /> 
          {% 
endif %} 
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          {{ 
rel.from_user.username }} 
         </a> 
        {% endifequal %} 
       {% endfor %} 
       {% get_pages %} 
                <div class="pagination pagination-mini"><ul> 
                    {{ pages.previous }}{{ pages.next }}         
                </ul></div> 
      {% endif %} 
 
        </div> 
    </div> 
{% endblock %} 
 
{% block content %} 
 <div id="content" class="span10"> 
        <div id="page-header"> 
            <h1 class="name">{{ owner.username }}</h1> 
            {% if owner_profile.status %} 
                <p class="alert alert-info status">{{ 
owner_profile.status }}</p>  
            {% endif %} 
        </div> 
        <div class="row-fluid"> 
            <div class="span6"> 
                <div class="alert alert-block alert-info"> 
                    <h2>My Favorite Movies ({{ 
owner_favlist.count }})</h2> 
                    <div class="clearfix"> 
                        {% lazy_paginate 3 owner_favlist using 
"favpage" %} 
                        {% for fav in owner_favlist %} 
                            <a href="{{ 
fav.movie.get_absolute_url }}" title="{{ fav.movie.title }} ({{ 
fav.movie.year }})"> 
                                <img src="{{ fav.movie.poster 
}}" alt="yephi poster" class="fav-poster" /> 
                            </a> 
                        {% endfor %} 
                    </div> 
                    {% get_pages %} 
                    <ul class="pager"> 
                        {{ pages.previous }}{{ pages.next }} 
                    </ul> 
                </div> 
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                <div class="alert alert-block alert-info"> 
                    <h2>My Favorite Movie Genres ({{ 
owner_favgenre|length }})</h2> 
                    {% for genre in owner_favgenre %} 
                        {{ genre }}. 
                    {% endfor %} 
                </div> 
                 
                <div class="alert alert-block alert-info"> 
                    <h2>I added ({{ owner_added.count }})</h2> 
                    <div class="clearfix"> 
                        {% lazy_paginate 3 owner_added using 
"addpage" %} 
                        {% for add in owner_added %} 
                            <a href="{{ add.get_absolute_url }}" 
title="{{ add.title }} ({{ add.year }})"> 
                                <img src="{{ add.poster }}" 
alt="yephi poster" class="fav-poster" /> 
                            </a> 
                        {% endfor %} 
                    </div> 
                    {% get_pages %} 
                    <ul class="pager"> 
                        {{ pages.previous }}{{ pages.next }} 
                    </ul> 
                </div> 
                 
                <div class="alert alert-block alert-info"> 
                    <h2>I reviewed ({{ owner_reviewed|length 
}})</h2> 
                    <div class="clearfix"> 
                        {% lazy_paginate 3 owner_reviewed using 
"revpage" %} 
                        {% for rev in owner_reviewed %} 
                            <a href="{{ rev.get_absolute_url }}" 
title="{{ rev.title }} ({{ rev.year }})"> 
                                <img src="{{ rev.poster }}" 
alt="yephi poster" class="fav-poster" /> 
                            </a> 
                        {% endfor %} 
                    </div> 
                    {% get_pages %} 
                    <ul class="pager"> 
                        {{ pages.previous }}{{ pages.next }} 
                    </ul> 
                </div> 
            </div> 
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      <div class="span6"> 
                {% ifnotequal owner user %} 
                <div class="well"> 
                    <h2>Similarity</h2> 
                    {% if user.is_authenticated %} 
                        <p>{{ owner.username }} has {{ 
owner_profile|compare_favlist:user }} % similar taste in movies 
with you</p> 
 
                        <div class="progress progress-striped 
active"> 
                            <div class="bar" style="width: {{ 
owner_profile|compare_favlist:user }}%;"></div> 
                        </div> 
                    {% endif %} 
                </div> 
                {% endifnotequal %} 
        
                <div class="well"> 
                    <h2>About me</h2> 
                    <p>Email: {{ owner.email }}</p> 
                    <p>About me: {{ owner_profile.about }}</p> 
                    <p>Location: {{ owner_profile.location 
}}</p> 
                    <p>Voted: {{ owner_voted.count }}</p> 
                    <p>Point: {{ owner_point }}</p> 
                    <p>Level: {{ owner_level }}</p> 
                    {% ifequal owner user %} 
                        <a href="/user/editprofile/" 
class="btn">Edit Your Profile</a> 
                    {% endifequal %} 
                </div> 
        
       <div class="well"> 
                    <h2>Comments</h2> 
                    {% if user.is_authenticated %} 
                    {% get_comment_form for owner_profile as 
comment_form %} 
                        <form id="comment_{{ user.id }}_{{ 
owner.id }}" class=" js-submitCommentForm" action="{% 
comment_form_target %}" method="post">{% csrf_token %} 
                            {{ comment_form.content_type }} 
                            {{ comment_form.object_pk }} 
                            {{ comment_form.timestamp }} 
                            {{ comment_form.security_hash }} 
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                            <input id="id_name" type="hidden" 
name="name" value="{{ user.username }}" /> 
                            <input id="id_email" type="hidden" 
name="email" maxlength="50" value="{{ user.email }}"/> 
                            <input id="id_url" type="hidden" 
name="url" value="" /> 
                            <textarea id="id_comment" 
name="comment" class="comment-area" placeholder="Leave your 
comment (less than 300 characters)"></textarea> 
                            <input type="submit" name="post" 
class="btn btn-success" value="Post Comment" disabled="disabled" 
/> 
                            <input type="hidden" name="next" 
value="{{ request.path }}" /> 
                        </form> 
                    {% else %} 
                        <p class="alert">You have to <a 
href="/user/login/">login</a> to comment.</p> 
                    {% endif %} 
 
                    {% get_comment_count for owner_profile as 
comment_count %} 
                    <h3>All Comments ({{ comment_count }})</h3> 
 
                    {% get_comment_list for owner_profile as 
comment_list %} 
                    {% paginate 5 comment_list using "compage" 
%} 
                    {% for comment in comment_list %} 
                    <div class="showcomment"> 
                        <a href="{{ 
comment.user_name.get_absolute_url }}">{{ comment.user_name 
}}</a> <h4>[{{ comment.submit_date }}]<h4> 
                        <p>{{ comment.comment }}</p> 
                    </div> 
                    {% endfor %} 
                    <div class="pagination pagination-small 
pagination-centered"><ul> 
                        {% show_pages %}     
                    </ul></div> 
                </div> 
      </div> 
        </div><!-- // .row-fluid --> 
 </div><!-- // #content --> 
{% endblock %} 
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Appendix 5.3: moviepage.html Source Code 

{% extends "base.html" %} 
{% load comments accounts_extra endless %} 
 
{% block title %}YePhi | {{ movie.title }}{% endblock %} 
 
{% block sidebar %} 
    <div id="sidebar" class="span2"> 
        <img src="{{ movie.poster }}" alt="{{ movie.title }}" 
id="profile-pic" class="thumbnail" /> 
         
        <div id="side-menu"> 
            {% if user.is_authenticated %} 
                {% if user|has_in_favlist:movie %} 
                    <p class="alert alert-success">This movie is 
already in your favorite list</p> 
                {% else %} 
                    <a href="javascript:void(0);" class="js-
addToFavList btn btn-block btn-primary" id="movie_{{ movie.id 
}}_{{ user.id }}">Add to favorite list</a> 
                {% endif %} 
            {% endif %} 
 
            <p>People who like this movie ({{ favusers.count 
}})</p> 
            {% if favusers %} 
                {% lazy_paginate 10 favusers using "favupage" %} 
                {% for fav in favusers %} 
                    <a href="{{ fav.user.get_absolute_url }}" 
class="showfriend"> 
                        {% if 
fav.user.get_profile.profile_picture %} 
                            <img src="/media/{{ 
fav.user.get_profile.profile_picture }}" alt="profile picture" 
/> 
                        {% else %} 
                            <img 
src="/media/images/default_user.png" alt="profile picture" /> 
                        {% endif %} 
                        {{ fav.user.username }} 
                    </a> 
                {% endfor %} 
                {% get_pages %} 
                <div class="pagination pagination-mini"><ul> 
                    {{ pages.previous }}{{ pages.next }}         
                </ul></div> 
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            {% endif %} 
        </div> 
    </div> 
{% endblock %} 
 
{% block content %} 
    <div id="content" class="span10"> 
        <div id="page-header"> 
            <h1 class="name">{{ movie.title }}</h1> 
        </div> 
 
        <div class="row-fluid"> 
            <div class="alert alert-block alert-info span6"> 
                <h2>Information</h2> 
                <p>Year: {{ movie.year }}</p> 
                <p>Genre:  {{ movie.genre }}</p> 
                <p>IMDB Rating: {{ movie.rating }} (total votes: 
{{ movie.votes }})</p> 
                <p>Actors: {{ movie.actors }}</p> 
                <p>Plot: {{ movie.plot }}</p> 
                <p>Runtime: {{ movie.runtime }}</p> 
                <p>IMDB Link: <a 
href="http://www.imdb.com/title/{{ movie.imdbid 
}}/">http://www.imdb.com/title/{{ movie.imdbid }}/</a></p> 
                <p>Added by: <a href="{{ 
movie.added_by.get_absolute_url }}">{{ movie.added_by.username 
}}</a></p> 
                {% if avg_rate %}<p>Yephi rating: <span 
class="badge badge-success">{{ avg_rate }}</span> ({{ 
total_votes }} votes)</p>{% endif %} 
            </div> 
 
            <div class="span6"> 
                <div class="well"> 
                    <h2>Votes</h2> 
                    {% if avg_rate %}<p>Current Yephi rating: {{ 
avg_rate }} ({{ total_votes }} votes)</p>{% endif %} 
                    {% if user.is_authenticated %} 
                        {% if user_voted %} 
                            <p class="alert alert-success">You 
have voted {% with thisvote=user_voted|first %} {{ thisvote.rate 
}} {% endwith %}stars for this movie. You may change your vote 
below:</p> 
                        {% endif %} 
                        <form id="vote-form"> 
                            <div id="stars_{{ movie.id }}_{{ 
user.id }}" class="js-starsVoting"> 
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                                <input type="radio" 
name="newrate" value="1" title="Very poor" /> 
                                <input type="radio" 
name="newrate" value="2" title="Poor" /> 
                                <input type="radio" 
name="newrate" value="3" title="Not that bad" /> 
                                <input type="radio" 
name="newrate" value="4" title="Fair" /> 
                                <input type="radio" 
name="newrate" value="5" title="Average" /> 
                                <input type="radio" 
name="newrate" value="6" title="Almost good" /> 
                                <input type="radio" 
name="newrate" value="7" title="Good" /> 
                                <input type="radio" 
name="newrate" value="8" title="Very good" /> 
                                <input type="radio" 
name="newrate" value="9" title="Excellent" /> 
                                <input type="radio" 
name="newrate" value="10" title="Perfect" /> 
                            </div> 
                        </form> 
                    {% else %} 
                        <p class="alert ">You have to <a 
href="/user/login/">login</a> to vote for this movie.</p> 
                    {% endif %} 
                </div> 
                 
                <div class="well"> 
                    <h2>Reviews</h2> 
                    {% if user.is_authenticated %} 
                        {% if user|has_reviewed:movie %} 
                            <div class="alert alert-success"> 
                                <p>You have reviewed this movie. 
Your previous review:</p> 
                                <p>"{{ user|get_review:movie 
}}"</p> 
                                <a href="#js-editReviewModal" 
role="button" class="btn btn-small" data-toggle="modal">Edit 
your review</a> 
                            </div> 
                            <div id="js-editReviewModal" 
class="modal hide fade"> 
                                <div class="modal-header"> 
                                    <button type="button" 
class="close" data-dismiss="modal" aria-hidden="true">×</button> 
                                    <h3>Edit your review</h3> 
                                </div> 
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                                {% get_comment_form for movie as 
review_form %} 
                                <form id="review_{{ movie.id 
}}_{{ user.id }}" class="js-submitReviewForm" action="{{ 
'/movie/editreview/' }}" method="post"> 
                                    <div class="modal-body"> 
                                        {% csrf_token %} 
                                            {{ 
review_form.content_type }} 
                                            {{ 
review_form.object_pk }} 
                                            {{ 
review_form.timestamp }} 
                                            {{ 
review_form.security_hash }} 
                                             
                                            <input id="id_name" 
type="hidden" name="name" value="{{ user.username }}" /> 
                                            <input id="id_email" 
type="hidden" name="email" maxlength="50" value="{{ user.email 
}}"/> 
                                            <input id="id_url" 
type="hidden" name="url" value="" /> 
                                            <textarea 
id="id_comment" name="comment" class="review-area">{{ 
user|get_review:movie }}</textarea> 
 
                                            <input type="hidden" 
name="next" value="{{ request.path }}" /> 
                                    </div> 
                                    <div class="modal-footer"> 
                                        <button class="btn" 
data-dismiss="modal" aria-hidden="true">Close</button> 
                                        <input type="submit" 
name="post" class="btn btn-primary" value="Save changes" 
disabled="disabled" /> 
                                    </div> 
                                </form> 
                            </div> 
                        {% else %} 
                            {% get_comment_form for movie as 
review_form %} 
                            <form id="review_{{ movie.id }}_{{ 
user.id }}" class="js-submitReviewForm" action="{% 
comment_form_target %}" method="post">{% csrf_token %} 
                                {{ review_form.content_type }} 
                                {{ review_form.object_pk }} 
                                {{ review_form.timestamp }} 
                                {{ review_form.security_hash }} 
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                                <input id="id_name" 
type="hidden" name="name" value="{{ user.username }}" /> 
                                <input id="id_email" 
type="hidden" name="email" maxlength="50" value="{{ user.email 
}}"/> 
                                <input id="id_url" type="hidden" 
name="url" value="" /> 
                                <textarea id="id_comment" 
name="comment" class="review-area" placeholder="Write a short 
review about this movie (less than 300 characters)"></textarea> 
                                 
                                <input type="submit" name="post" 
class="btn btn-success" value="Post" disabled="disabled" /> 
                                <input type="hidden" name="next" 
value="{{ request.path }}" /> 
                            </form> 
                        {% endif %} 
                    {% else %} 
                        <p class="alert">You have to <a 
href="/user/login/">login</a> to write a review.</p> 
                    {% endif %} 
 
                    {% get_comment_count for movie as 
review_count %} 
 
                    <h3>[{{ review_count }} reviews]</h3> 
 
                    {% get_comment_list for movie as review_list 
%} 
                    {% paginate 5 review_list %} 
                        {% for review in review_list %} 
                        <div class="showcomment"> 
                            <a href="{{ 
review.user_name.get_absolute_url }}">{{ review.user_name }}</a> 
<h4>[{{ review.submit_date }}]<h4> 
                            <p>{{ review.comment }}</p> 
                        </div> 
                        {% endfor %} 
                    <div class="pagination pagination-small 
pagination-centered"><ul> 
                        {% show_pages %} 
                    </ul></div> 
                </div> 
            </div> 
        </div> 
         
    </div> 
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{% endblock %} 

Appendix 5.4: search.html Source Code 

{% extends 'base.html' %} 
 
{% block content %} 
 
    {% if query %} 
        <h2 style="text-align:center">Search results</h2> 
 
        {% for result in page.object_list %} 
            <div class="resultmovie span12"> 
                <div class="row-fluid"> 
                    <div class="span2"> 
                        <a href="{{ 
result.object.get_absolute_url }}"><img src="{{ 
result.object.poster }}" alt="poster" title="{{ 
result.object.title }}" /></a> 
                    </div> 
                    <div class="span10"> 
                        <p>Title: {{ result.object.title }}</p>  
                        <p>Year: {{ result.object.year }}</p> 
                        <p>Genre: {{ result.object.genre }}</p> 
                        <p>Actors: {{ result.object.actors 
}}</p> 
                        <p>IMDB Rating: {{ result.object.rating 
}} ({{ result.object.votes }} votes)</p> 
                        <p>Plot: {{ result.object.plot }}</p> 
                        <p>Runtime: {{ result.object.runtime 
}}</p> 
                    </div> 
                </div> 
            </div> 
        {% empty %} 
            <p class="alert span12">No results found.</p> 
        {% endfor %} 
 
        {% if page.has_previous or page.has_next %} 
            <ul class="pager"> 
                {% if page.has_previous %}<a href="?q={{ query 
}}&amp;page={{ page.previous_page_number }}">{% endif %}&laquo; 
Previous{% if page.has_previous %}</a>{% endif %} 
                | 
                {% if page.has_next %}<a href="?q={{ query 
}}&amp;page={{ page.next_page_number }}">{% endif %}Next 
&raquo;{% if page.has_next %}</a>{% endif %} 
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            </ul> 
        {% endif %} 
    {% else %} 
        {# Show some example queries to run, maybe query syntax, 
something else? #} 
    {% endif %} 
 
{% endblock %} 
 

Appendix 5.5: index.html Source Code 

{% extends "base.html" %} 
{% load accounts_extra endless %} 
 
{% block title %}YePhi{% endblock %} 
 
{% block content %} 
 
    <div id="new-movies" class="hero-unit"> 
        <a href="#" class="close">&times;</a> 
        <h2>New Movies</h2> 
        {% for movie in new_movies %} 
            <a href="{{ movie.get_absolute_url }}"><img src="{{ 
movie.poster }}" alt="poster" title="{{ movie.title }} 
(Released: {{ movie.release_date }})" class="img-polaroid" 
/></a> 
        {% endfor %} 
    </div> 
 
    <div class="row-fluid"> 
        <div class="span4"> 
            <div id="myprofile" class="row-fluid well well-
small"> 
                {% if user.get_profile.profile_picture %} 
                    <img src="/media/{{ 
user.get_profile.profile_picture }}" alt="profile picture" 
class="span4" /> 
                {% else %} 
                    <img src="/media/images/default_user.png" 
alt="profile picture" class="span4" /> 
                {% endif %} 
                <div class="span8"> 
                    <h3>{{ user.username }}</h3> 
                    <p>Status: {{ user.get_profile.status }}</p> 
                    <p>Favorite: {{ 
user.get_profile.get_favlist.count }}</p> 
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                    <p>Added: {{ 
user.get_profile.get_add_list.count }}</p> 
                    <p>Voted: {{ 
user.get_profile.get_vote_list.count }}</p> 
                    <p>Reviewed: {{ 
user.get_profile.get_review_list|length }}</p> 
 
                    <a href="{{ user.get_absolute_url }}" 
class="btn btn-small">Detail</a> 
                </div> 
            </div> 
            <a id="new-movies-btn" href="javascript:void(0);" 
class="btn btn-success">Check out the latest movies</a> 
        </div> 
 
        <div class="span8"> 
            <div class="newsfeed"> 
            <h2>News feed</h2> 
            {% lazy_paginate 20 feeds using "feedpage" %} 
            {% for feed in feeds %} 
                <div class="feed span12"> 
                    <p> 
                        {% ifequal feed.from_user user %} 
                            You 
                        {% else %} 
                            <a href="{{ 
feed.from_user.get_absolute_url }}">{{ feed.from_user }}</a> 
                        {% endifequal %} 
 
                        {% if feed.action.id == 2 or 
feed.action.id == 4 %} 
                            {% ifequal feed.to_user user %} 
                                {{ 
feed.action.name|replace:'you' }} 
                            {% else %} 
                                {{ 
feed.action.name|replace:feed.to_user.username }} 
                            {% endifequal %} 
                        {% else %}{% if feed.action.id == 7 %} 
                            {{ 
feed.action.name|replace:feed.to_movie.title }} 
                            <a href="{{ 
feed.to_movie.get_absolute_url }}"><img src="{{ 
feed.to_movie.poster }}" alt="poster" title="{{ 
feed.to_movie.title }}" /></a> 
                        {% else %} 
                            {{ feed.action }} 
                            {% if feed.to_user %} 
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                                {{ feed.to_user }} 
                            {% else %} 
                                {{ feed.to_movie }} 
                                <a href="{{ 
feed.to_movie.get_absolute_url }}"><img src="{{ 
feed.to_movie.poster }}" alt="poster" title="{{ 
feed.to_movie.title }}" /></a> 
                            {% endif %} 
                        {% endif %}{% endif %} 
                    </p> 
                    <p class="feedtime">{{ feed.created_at 
}}</p> 
                </div> 
            {% endfor %} 
            </div> 
            <div class="pagination pagination-small pagination-
centered"><ul> 
                {% show_pages %}     
            </ul></div> 
        </div> 
    </div> 
{% endblock %} 

Appendix 5.6: main.js Source Code 

$(document).ready(function() { 
 
    // autocomplete on search 
    $('#search-input').typeahead({ 
        minLength: 1, 
        items: 10, 
        source: function (query, process) { 
            return $.get('/s', { q: query }, function (data) { 
                return process(data); 
            }, 'json'); 
        } 
    }); 
 
    // enable & disable submit review / comment button 
    $('#id_comment').keyup(function() { 
        var text = $(this).val(), 
            submitButton = 
$(this).parents('form').find('input[type=submit]'); 
 
        if (text.length < 3 || text.length > 300) { 
            submitButton.attr('disabled', true); 
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            if (text.length > 300) { 
                $(this).css('background', '#fcf8e3'); // change 
background to yellow if exceed 300 characters 
            } 
        } else { 
            submitButton.attr('disabled', false); 
            $(this).css('background', '#fff'); 
        } 
    }); 
 
    // add review / comment to feed 
    $('.js-submitReviewForm').submit(function() { 
        var thisId = $(this).attr('id'), 
            idPair = thisId.replace('review_', '').split('_'), 
            movieId = idPair[0], 
            userId = idPair[1]; 
 
        $.ajax({ 
            url: '/movie/review/', 
            type: 'GET', 
            dataType: 'json', 
            data: { 
                user_id: userId, 
                movie_id: movieId 
            }, 
            success: function(resp){} 
        }); 
    }); 
    $('.js-submitCommentForm').submit(function() { 
        var thisId = $(this).attr('id'), 
            idPair = thisId.replace('comment_', '').split('_'), 
            fromUserId = idPair[0], 
            toUserId = idPair[1]; 
 
        $.ajax({ 
            url: '/user/commentfeed/', 
            type: 'GET', 
            dataType: 'json', 
            data: { 
                f_user: fromUserId, 
                t_user: toUserId 
            }, 
            success: function(resp) {} 
        }); 
    }); 
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    // toggle new movies 
    $('#new-movies-btn').click(function(e) { 
        e.preventDefault(); 
 
        $('#new-movies').slideDown(); 
    }); 
    $('#new-movies .close').click(function(e) { 
        e.preventDefault(); 
 
        $('#new-movies').slideUp(); 
    }); 
 
    // add to favorite button 
    $('.js-addToFavList').click(function(e) { 
        e.preventDefault(); 
 
        var thisId = $(this).attr('id'), 
            idPair = thisId.replace('movie_', '').split('_'), 
            movieId = idPair[0], 
            userId = idPair[1]; 
 
        $.ajax({ 
            url: '/favorite/add/', 
            type: 'GET', 
            dataType: 'json', 
            data: { 
                user_id: userId, 
                movie_id: movieId 
            }, 
            success: function(resp) { 
                if (resp.result === 'Added successfully') { 
                    window.location.reload(); 
                } 
            } 
        }); 
    }); 
 
    // star voting for movie 
    $('.js-starsVoting').stars({ 
        oneVoteOnly: true, 
        callback: function(ui, type, value) { 
            var thisId = ui.element.attr('id'), 
                idPair = thisId.replace('stars_', 
'').split('_'), 
                movieId = idPair[0], 
                userId = idPair[1]; 
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            $.ajax({ 
                url: '/movie/vote/', 
                type: 'GET', 
                dataType: 'json', 
                data: { 
                    user_id: userId, 
                    movie_id: movieId, 
                    rate: value 
                }, 
                success: function (resp) { 
                    window.location.reload(); 
                } 
            }); 
        } 
    }); 
 
    // enable datepicker for birthday 
    $('#id_birthday').datepicker({ 
        changeYear: true, 
        changeMonth: true, 
        defaultDate: -(18*365), 
        dateFormat: 'yy-mm-dd' 
    }); 
 
 
    // user send friend request 
    $('.js-sendRequest').click(function(e) { 
        e.preventDefault(); 
 
        var thisId = $(this).attr('id'), 
            idPair = thisId.replace('send_request_', 
'').split('_'), 
            fromId = idPair[0].replace('from', ''), 
            toId = idPair[1].replace('to', ''); 
 
        $.ajax({ 
            url: '/user/request/', 
            type: 'GET', 
            dataType: 'json', 
            data: { 
                request_type: 'send', 
                from_user_id: fromId, 
                to_user_id: toId, 
                message: 'Hi, may you add me to your friend 
list?' 
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            }, 
            success: function (resp) { 
                if (resp.result === 'Sent successfully') { 
                    alert('Sent request successfully'); 
                    $('#'+thisId).hide(); 
                } 
            } 
        }); 
    }); 
 
    // user accept friend request 
    $('.js-acceptRequest').click(function(e) { 
        e.preventDefault(); 
 
        var thisId = $(this).attr('id'), 
            idPair = thisId.replace('accept_request_', 
'').split('_'), 
            fromId = idPair[0].replace('from', ''), 
            toId = idPair[1].replace('to', ''); 
 
        $.ajax({ 
            url: '/user/request/', 
            type: 'GET', 
            dataType: 'json', 
            data: { 
                request_type: 'accept', 
                from_user_id: fromId, 
                to_user_id: toId 
            }, 
            success: function(json){ 
                alert(json['result']); 
                $("#"+thisId).parent().hide(); 
            } 
        }); 
    }); 
 
 
    // initialize 
    var init = function () { 
        // change pagination to bootstrap style 
        var paginationChildren = $('.pagination ul').children(), 
            pagerChildren = $('.pager').children(); 
 
        paginationChildren.each(function() { 
            $(this).wrap('<li>'); 
        }); 
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        pagerChildren.each(function() { 
            $(this).wrap('<li>'); 
        }); 
    }; 
    init(); 
}); 

Appendix 5.7: nginx_vhost.conf configuration file 

server { 
        listen *:80; 
 
 
        server_name yephi.hieuh25.com www.yephi.hieuh25.com; 
 
        root   /var/www/yephi.hieuh25.com/web; 
 
 
        index index.html index.htm index.php index.cgi index.pl 
index.xhtml; 
 
        error_page 400 /error/400.html; 
        error_page 401 /error/401.html; 
        error_page 403 /error/403.html; 
        error_page 404 /error/404.html; 
        error_page 405 /error/405.html; 
        error_page 500 /error/500.html; 
        error_page 502 /error/502.html; 
        error_page 503 /error/503.html; 
        recursive_error_pages on; 
        location = /error/400.html { 
 
            internal; 
        } 
        location = /error/401.html { 
 
            internal; 
        } 
        location = /error/403.html { 
 
            internal; 
        } 
        location = /error/404.html { 
 
            internal; 
        } 
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        location = /error/405.html { 
 
            internal; 
        } 
        location = /error/500.html { 
 
            internal; 
        } 
        location = /error/502.html { 
 
            internal; 
        } 
        location = /error/503.html { 
 
            internal; 
        } 
 
        error_log 
/var/log/ispconfig/httpd/yephi.hieuh25.com/error.log; 
        access_log 
/var/log/ispconfig/httpd/yephi.hieuh25.com/access.log combined; 
 
        location / { 
            proxy_pass http://127.0.0.1:8000; 
            proxy_set_header Host $host; 
            proxy_set_header X-Real-IP $remote_addr; 
            proxy_set_header X-Forwarded-For 
$proxy_add_x_forwarded_for; 
        } 
 
        # location /static {} 
 
        # location /media {} 
 
        ## Disable .htaccess and other hidden files 
        location ~ /\. { 
            deny all; 
            access_log off; 
            log_not_found off; 
        } 
 
} 


